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EC Prepares To Send Emergency Aid to Albania 

AU 2307132691 Paris AFP in Enelish 1252 GMI 

23 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, July 23 (AFP)—The European Commu- 
nity (EC) ss preparing to send emergency food and 
medical aid to Albania to counter serous shortages 
there, a spokesman for the EC's executive commission 

said here Tuesday. He was speaking after a visit to 

Tirana on Monday by the EC's commissioner for foreign 
relations. Frans Andriessen 

The spokesman said Mr. Andnessen would seek EC 
approval to send food and medical supplies of 500,000 
European currency units (ECU. $70,000 dollars). plus 
$0,000 tons of wheat. He quoted the EC commissioner as 
saying: “We came to Albania to demonstrate solidarity 
with the people and to speed up ways of establishing 

relations with Tirana.” 

Mr. Andriessen 1s also to seck approval from EC minis- 
ters neat week to negotiate a trade and cconomic coop- 
eration agreement with Albania. During his one-day 
visit, he was told by Albanian President Ramiz Alia that 
the country needed emergency deliveries of 150.000 tons 

of wheat 

The commussion spokesman said the EC's partners in the 
Group of 24 countnes, which includes the United States. 
Canada and Japan. would be asked to add 100.000 tons 

of wheat to the $0.000-10n community contributron. He 

said the EC would press for Albania to become an aid 
recipient of the PHARE [Economic Reconstruction Aid 
for Poland and Hungary] assistance programme for 
Eastern Europe funded by the Group of 24 and admin- 
istered by the commission 

Members of the EC delegation to Tirana said that there 
were areas of Albania where people had seen no bread 

for weeks. and that baby food was hard to find They 
reported seeing virtually bare shelves in one Tirana shop. 
and said industrial production in the tiny Balkan country 
had dropped by half over the last six months 

A commission delegation 1 cxpected to leave for 
Albania in the coming weeks to set up distribution 
channels for aid 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

The EC announced on June: 17 thal i was restoring 
diploma.uc relatiors with Albania, the ‘ast country in 

Evzope i2 emerge from Marxist ssoiation. Two days 
latcr, Albania was admitted into the Conference for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe “CSCE) 

Malta's Fenech-Adami Opti:nistic About EC Bid 

11 2307752691 Paris AFP in English 1456 GMT 

23 Jul 91 

[Text] Brussels, July 23 (AFP}—Malta expects to be one 
of the first nations in line when the European Commu- 

nity (EC) begins considering new applicants in 1993. 
Maltese Prime Minister Edward Fenech-Adami said 
here Tuesday [23 July] 

Addressing journalists after a visit to the EC's executive 
commussion, he said the island's booming economy and 
its Strategic location at the southern up of Europe made 
it an aliractive prospective member of the community. 

Mr. Fenech-Adam: said that the time was mpe for 
Malta's membership. and that he felt “encouraged” after 
meeting with European Commission president Jacques 

Delors 

Five countries have already applied to join the | 2-nation 
community—Turkey in 1987, Austria in 1989. Malta 

and Cyprus in 1990 and Sweden on July | this year 

(ther potential candidates include Norway, Switzerland 

and Finland in northern Europe. plus Poland. Czecho- 
slovakia and Hungary in Eastern Europe. But member- 
ship of the three Eastern bloc members 1s expected to be 
at least a decade away 

The EC has said it will not consider new members until 
1993. after ut has formally established its integrated 
“single market” economy and completed negotiations 
towards greater political unity and a single currency 

Asked about Malta's attitude towards European political 
unity, Mr. Fenech-Adami said: “We feel the woner 
European polnical unity comes into place the better, so 
that the EC can take its full place in world affairs.” 

Malta. with its population of 355,000, would be the EC's 
smallest member, just behind Luxembourg which num- 
bers 380.000 people. The rsland-state has had an associ- 
ation agreement with the EC since 1970. About 75 per 
cent of its trade 1s with the Community 
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Army To Withdraw Soldiers From \ugoslav Borders 

41°2307111491 Vienna Oesterreich Eins Radio 
Ne. work in German 1087 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[Text] The Austrian Army will withdraw its soldiers 
from the area along the border with Yugoslavia. The 
teansfer to the original garrisons will probably start on 25 
July and 1s to be concluded by the end of July 

Defense Minister Fasslabend said that there are signs of 
casing tensions in Slovenia, which permit a withdrawal 

of the soldiers. At the same time, Fasslabend put certain 

companies on alert so they will be able to react quickly to 
a potential new escalation of the situation at the border. 

Charges of Missile Delivery to SFRY Denied 

LD2307160891 Belerade TANIUG in Enelish 

1440 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[Text] Vienna, July 23 (TANJUG)}—Austria has firmly 
reyected allegations that missiles have been delivered to 
Yugoslavia via its territory 

The allegations have been publishe 1 in the Belgrade 
daily POLITIKA which quoted Federal Customs 

Administration Director Radosay Sekulic 

The Austrian Foreign Ministry as well as the National 
Defence and Interror Ministries have known nothing of 
the mentioned deliveries, as the Austrian Foreign Min- 
iStry announced here last night 

One of many arbitrary allegations which have been 

brought up against Austria of late and which must 

resolutely be reyected by the Foreign Ministry. 1s appar- 

ently at issue in the respective reports, the announce- 
ment said 

Carrying reports on missile deliveries to Yugoslavia via 
Austria, some Austrian newspapers today said “renewed 

accusations” on the part of Belgrade were involved. The 
papers also published denials by Austrian officials 

Foreign Ministry Responds to SFRY's Protest 

LD230°194591 Belerade TANIUG in Enelish 

114 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[Text) Belgrade July 23 (TANJUG)—Austria’s foreign 
policy towards Yugoslavia 1s guided by the sole interest 

to enable the Yugoslav nations to determine their future 

themselves, as sect out m an announcement by the 

Austrian Foren Ministry sent to TANJUG today 

The announcement came in reply to Yugoslavia’s objyec- 
tron from July 7. related to Austria's stand on develop- 

ments in Yugoslavia 

Ausinia rejects every use of force. the announcement 
underscored, adding that Austria has always tried to 
avord every possible indication of interfering into Y ugo- 
slavia'’s internal affairs 

AUSTRIA 
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The deployment of a contingent of the Ausinan Federal 
Army on the border with Y ucoslavia during the crisis in 
Slovenia was justified, and ali respective insinuations are 
groundless, the ministry axsessed 

The ministry said Austria had suspended issuing licences 
for arms sale to Yugoslavia carly last year, while decrees 

to climinate the possidil:ty of illegal arms caports or 

arms transit should be passed this week 

Ausinia gives great importance to its relations with 

Yugoslavia and hopes that the Yugoslav Government 
will in further contacts adhere to the same desire. the 
announcement said 

Mock Meets Swiss Minister, Discusses Slovenia 

11230719149] lienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1730 GUT 22 Jul 91 

[Elmar Oberhauser report] 

[Text] Foreygn Minister Alors Mock has again spoken in 
favor of Austnan financial aid for Slovenia, however. 
there 1s still drsagreement on this rssuc within the coal- 
tion. Today. on the eve of his visit to Paris, Mock met 
with Rene Felber. chief of Swuzerland’s Department of 

Foreign Affairs. Both politicians called for an end to the 
hostilities in Yugoslavia 

The working talk of the two foreign ministers took place 
in Bregenz. lt focused on the negotiations on the Euro- 
pean Economic Arca, which have reached a deadlock 
and on the Yugoslav crests. In thes connection, the Swiss 
politician explicitly prarsed Ausina’s position on the 
Yugoslav conflict. Felber stated that there will be no solo 

Swiss attempt concerning recognition of Slovenia's or 

Croatia’s sovereignty. This can only take place im har- 

mony with other countnes 

Foreign Minister Mock called for the extension of the 
activities of the EC observers to Croatia, and spoke in 

favor of replying in a positive manner to a Slovenian 

request for a loan 

[Begin recording] [Mock] Because of the cnormous 
damage that has been caused by the military conflict, 
Slovenia 1s trying to obtain financial aid from a number 
of countries, not only from Austra. | consider this 

merely an cconomic issue that has nothing to do with 
formal recognition. It 1s quite natural that the request of 

a neighbor 1s cxamined with particular attention and 
understanding 

[Oberhauser] Bavaria has already granted Slovema 
credit worth 100 millon German marks Does this 

influence Austria's stand” 

[Mock] Thes 1s not within my sphere of competence, and 
1 do not want to interfere with other people's affairs 

However, | hope that we can provide help. fend 

recording] 
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Iranian “Dezth Squad’ Trying To Find Rushdie 
LD2307133391 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

im Enelish 1318 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[By Mora Whittle. PRESS ASSOCIATION] 

[Text] An Iranian death squad 1s in Britain trying to find 
Salman Rushdie. new evidence showed today 

The People’s Mujahidin of Iran. the main resistance 
group to the government, claim a tape they have refers to 

the squads aiming to kill the author. The recording of a 
telephone conversation, in which onc of the participants 
18 Sand to be a member of the office of Iranian leader 

Hashemi-Rafsanjami. refers to the recent murder and 
attempted murder of translators of Rushdie’s book Jhe 
Satamc Verses in Japan and Milan. Hashems- 

Rafsan ani’s man states the execution verdict or fatwa. 
announced by the late Ayatollah Khomeyni in February 
1989. was still on effect and would never be lifted 

“Eventually. one day the man himself (Salman Rushdic) 

will have to take hes turn.” sand the man 

The Hashem-Rafsanjani representative also speaks of a 
spesial group being sect up to carry oul “matters” relating 
to Rushdie, who has been on hiding since the fatwa was 
pronounced 

Farzin Hashemi. the UK spokesman for the People’s 
Mujahidin said his group had evidence that a squad in 
Britain was currently trying to locate Rushdie's hideout 
Security surrounding the author has recently been tight- 
ened amid renewed fears that mercenary hit squads were 
secking to kill him 

Mr Hashem: said other squads had also been despatched 

to Italy. Japan. France. Switzerland, Germany, Canada. 

Nigeria and Algeria 

The decrsson to form the squad had been made by the 
Supreme National Security Council headed by Hash- 

emi-Rafsanjam 

The Hashemi-Rafsanjani regime. although thought more 
moderate, was maimtaiming a region of terror at home 
and through death squads abroad. sand Mr Hashemi. He 
added: “Terrorism is not an isolated phenomenon 
within the Khomeyn: regime. It 1s minutely planned 

“Various organs within the regime are involved in it 
They carry out operations which are coordinated at the 
regime's highest level.” 

After playing part of the tape to a London news confer- 

ence he sand that the hit-squads were under the com- 
mand of the Revolutvonary Guards Corps called Qods 
Force which was in charge of operations outside Iran 
Some were despatched from Lebanon. where they had 

been involved in hostage-taking and terrorism 

He added that his group's sources had information that 
the Iranian Government intended to reactivate centres 
and units in Europe known as cultural houses. to recruit 

UNITED KINGDOM 3 

foreign nationals snd carry out intelligence operations 

related to planned assassinations 

Calling on Western governments to confront the regime 
of terronsm with firmness. he sand that his group's 
evidence underscored the fact that nothing had changed 
since Khomeyni's death. Peace. stability and tranquility 

could be obtained with the overthrow of the dictatorship 

and the establishment of a democratic government in 
Iran. he sad 

“I belreve ot 1s tome for those who were under the ilussvon 
of the regime's moderation to relingursh themselves 

from this fantasy and face the reality that Hashem- 

Rafsanjani 1s as much a terrorist as Khomeyni. if not 
worse.” he sand 

King Announces Army Cuts, Reorganization 

LD2307164291 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1543 GMT 23 Jul 9i 

[By Charles Miller. PRESS ASSOCIATION defence cor- 
respondent] 

[Text] Defence Secretary Tom King today defied Army 

commanders and senior Tory backbenchers and 

announced plans to cut the Army to 116,000 personnel 

IN its Most wide-ranging reorganisation this century. But 
im a complicated piece of figure-juggling. he managed to 
give the armed forces the 41 infantry battahons they 
insisted were required. He successfully trod a careful 

path through the mincficld of regiment mergers to upset 
as few people as possible. Famous regiments facing the 

axe. such as The Royal Welch Fusihers. The Black 
Watch and The Green Howards were all spared 

Although Mr King insisted the 40,000 cut in the overall 
size of the Army would remain, he announced the 
infantry would fall from $5 batiahons to 38 by 1997 
rather than 36 as orginally envisaged. The armoured 
and armoured reconnarssance regiments will be cut from 
19 to 11 as had been widely predicted. Mr King sand that 
together with the three Royal Marine Commandos—the 
equivalent of battalrons—there would be a total of 41 

units with an infantry role. This will go a small way 
towards appeasing army commanders but ut docs not 

answer their major concern that a 116,000-strong Army 
18 too smal! to meet all its commitments 

The White Paper on the Army published at the same 
tume as Mr King started to speak revealed further detarls 
of the Royal Marines expanded infantry role. It sand the 
commando-trained units would be used more frequently 

in Northern Ireland 

Under the Army feorganisation no regiments will be 
fully disbanded. In the infantry. the second batiahon of 

each of the Grenadier, Coldstream and Scots Guards will 
be placed in “suspended animation”. The Insh and 
Welsh Guards are not affected. The Royal Regiment of 
Fusihers, The Royal Anghan Regiment. The Light 
Infantry and The Roval Green Jackets will all reduce 
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from three battalions to two. The Queen's Regiment will 
merge with The Royal Hampshire Regiment and form a 
regiment of two battahons. The Parachute Regiment 
remains imiact with ots three Pattalons 

In the Prince of Wales's Division 
The Cheshire Regiment will merge with The Stafford- 
shire Regiment: 
The Glousestershire Regiment will merge with The Duke 
of Edinburgh's Royal Regiment. 
The Devonshire and Dorset Regiment. The Royal Welc* 
Fusiliers, The Royal Regiment of Wales and The 
Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters Regiment are 
unaffected 

The Scottssh Divisson 
The Gordon Highlanders will merge with The Queen's 
Own Highlanders. 
The King’s Own Scottish Borderers will merge with The 
Royal Scots: 
The Royal Highland Fusiliers, The Black Watch and The 
Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders are unchanged 

The King’s Division: 
The Royal Insh Rangers will merge with the Ulster 
Defence Regiment comprising one battalion for world- 
wide service and up to seven for service in Northern 
Ireland only. 
The King’s Own Royal Border Regiment, The King's 
Regiment, The Prince of Wales’ Own Regiment of York- 
shire, The Green Howards, The Queen's Lancashire 
Regiment and The Duke of Wellington's Regiment are 
unchanged 
The Brigade of Gurkhas will be halved to a 2,500-strong 
regiment of two battalions and support units 

Only three regiments of The Household Cavalry and 

Royal Armoured Corps have survived intact—ist The 
Queen's Dragoon Guards. The Royal Scots Dragoon 
Guards and the 9th/l2th Lancers. All the others are 
being merged. The Life Guards and The Blucs and 
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Royals are being merged into a combined armoured 
reconnarssance regiment while retamuing thew scparaic 

sdentstees. The six reguments of Hussars well merge to 
form three regiments, the two regiments of Lancers will 
amaigamate and the four Royal Tank Regiments will 
merge into two regiments. The Roval Regiment of Arul- 
lery will ty: cut from 22 regiments to 16, the Corps of 
Royal Engineers from 15 to 10 and the Royal Corps of 
Signals from 15 to 11 

Mr Kong sand the restructuring plans had required “pain- 
ful chosces and difficult decisions” 

“While there are no actual disbandments in the 
armoured of infantry regiments. nonctheless | recognise 
that there will be sadness at the amalgamations and at 
the possible loss of some famous names.” he said 
“Everyone who recognises the great benefits that flow 
from regimental loyalty and tradition understands that, 
but also understands that. as with amalgamations in the 
past. that same spirit 1s carned forward into the 
reformed regiments ~ 

“That has been the strength of the regiment system 
which we are determined to maintain.” 

Mr King said the Army would have a new and 
demanding role to play. “lt will be fully manned. It will 
be properly supported. And it will be well equipped.” he 
said. “I am in no doult that ut will continuc to offer an 
attractive career to the high quality young men and 
women who have served us so well in the past and whom 

we shall continue jo need im the future ~ 

Reflecting the increased importance of the armed heli- 
copter on the future battlefield, Mr King revealed there 
would be no change to the present number of six Army 

Aur Corps regiments 

He said the government was anxious to manage the cul 
of more than 40,000 in [passage indistinct] redundancy, 
some compulsory redundancies were mevitable 
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* Quebec Party National Assembly Leader Profiled 
VIE N06 YB Montreal LA PRESSE in French 
22 Jun VI p Ba 

[Gilles Normand article: “The Man Who Saved the PQ” 
(Quebec Party }] 

[Text] Despite his explosive temper. “Ti-<Guy™ Chev- 
rette has few enemics 

Few people call hom Mr. Chevretic to hes face. In hes own 
constituency. Johette. everyone from the | 4-vear-old kid 
who runs into him on the street to the penssoner he visits 

at the reception center calls hom “Ti-Guy™ [“httle Guy" ] 
Everyone cxcept his boss. Jacques Parizeau. a steckier for 
propricty whom insiders nickname “Monsicur ~ 

Even journalists can not stay on formal terms with him 
for long. It has somethong to do with hes ability to put 
everyone al case as soon as they meet. according to one 
Parizeau adviser. Jean Rover. who first met him m 
Johette mm 1973. when Rover was pressdent of the stu- 
dent association and Chevretie was an ardent trade 
umonist 

Hubert Thibault. Parizeau’s chicf of staff, recounts the 
story how. while wasting for someone to return from a 
fishing trip im a village north of Berthrer several years 
ago. Guy Chevretie spent a solid 45 minutes telling him 

the names of all the occupants of every car that passed in 

fromt of them. And that was im the next district over’ 

It +s probably thes talent for communicating casily with 
everyone that enabled him to play a decisive role im the 
survival of the Quebec Party [PQ], which was left deeply 

divided after the resignation of its leader and prime 
monster. Prerre-Marc Johnson. in November 1987 

Johnson's resignation stunned the deputy from Joletie. 
who according to journalssts left the caucus with tears in 
hes eves, hetteng the walls with the rolied-up documents 
he held om hes hand 

Rescue 

The party was in very bad shape at the ume. It had sunk 
to an all-teme low im the polls. which showed only 23 
percent planned to vote PQ. and its membership register 

had dropped to barely $0,000. The deputy from Mercier, 
Crerald Crodin. led an insurrection im the parhamentary 
wing and stated publicly that Johnson was not the man 
for the yob. The PQ leader decided to bow out 

Shortly afterward. at the party's national council m 

Quebec. members of the vouth committee demanded 
that Lounse Harel apologize for some ill-recerved com- 
ments she had made about Mr Johnson They even 
wanted to suspend the deputy The party was openly 
split 

CANADA s 

“Guy Chevretic. by dint of hrs many cxcrions thal 
weekend and his work behind the scenes to stitch the 

preces back together, succeeded im saving the party.” says 
Jean Royer 

Chevretie was then clected by hes caucus to serve as 

mtcrm icader. It was he who would assume the role of 
official leader of the opposition in the national assembly 

A month later. in December 1987. Jacques Parizcau. 
then a professor at HEC. launched an appeal to the 
pro-sovereignty camp. urging those who had dropped 
oul to reyorn the ranks, he announced his micntion to 

seck voter support for moving ahcad to sovereignty as 
quickly as possible. He was clected party leader mn March 
1988. In the meantume. Guy Chevretie was domg an 
effective job as opposition leader 

“I succeeded by making 1 clear to everyone that | had no 

desire for the party presidency There was no more 
bockering. and the press quit saying there was no longer 

an opposition in the national assembly.” caplams the 
deputy from Jolictic. who was reelected parliamentary 
leader following the general clections of September 1989. 
which put Jacgucs Parizeau im the driver's scat 

Opposites \ttract 

Parizeau and Chevrette were a real “odd couple”: the 
first of aristocratic mocn, educated in Parrs and London. 
the other with the bluff glad-hand manner of a trade 
union delegate. treating everyone as an cqual 

“Everyone wondered how such completely different per- 
sonalities could work together. | myself was surprised. 
but we find i very casy to work together, We comple- 

ment cach other very well.” Mr. Parnzcau observes 

Guy Chevretic s not an casy man to decipher, because 

he docs not bare his soul casily. even to those close to 

him. It 1s casy enough to find someone who can describe 
his most obvious traits: aggressive. a worker, a spirited 
competitor, accessible, pragmatic. a street-fighter who 
has the courage of his convictions, a proud man who 
dreads defeat as much in softball, hrs favorite sport, as mm 

everything cise he touches, a man who 1s gencrous with 
hes tome and who devotes more than 80 hours a week to 
hes politecal activities. He 1s described as a man with an 

uncommon flair for politics 

But it 1s not casy to dig deeper. For exampic. it 1s almost 
impossible to find anyone who speaks il of him 

The former federal deputy from Johetic. Roch Lasalic, 
has nothing but prance for him. “He can get himecif 
reclected as often as he wants, because he has remained 
close to the people. He os helpful and very accessible 

He's interested in peopic. | don't sce anyone im Johetie 
who can beat him. And I don't sce many bad-mouthing 
him.” he caplains 

His political adversanes beg off critecizing him. clarmong 
that with the legrslative session ending it 1s a bad time to 
engage in such cvercises. That at least was the reason give 
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hy the office of Machel Page. leader of the government 
“The leader does not want to pour ol on the flames.” 
explained his chocf of staff, James Marandz 

Short F use 

how Out of politecs. the immediate past Icader of the 

government, Miche! Gratton, can speak more freely. He 

sees his cx-parhamentary rival as a “a pleasant cnough 
fellow.” but “wely and not 100-percent rehable ~ 

“He has a short ‘use and sometimes has difficulty 
controlling himscli He rushes to anger very quickly 
People played a lot of jokes, 1t broke the ten son. | always 

got along fine with hin, but you had to be very carcful 
how you dealt with him. | cannot say he always treated 
others with the same consideration. Sometimes. after we 
reached an agreement, he would come back later and tcll 
me it wasn't gomng to work because hrs caucus was 
opposed. That was the negotiator im him coming out,” 
recalls Mr. Gratton. now president of the National 

Asbestos Institute 

Minister Marc-Y van Cote, who can be a tough political 
opponent, says he has “good chemurstry with Chevretic.~ 
who was minister of health and social services from 
November 1984 to December 1985. “He did a good 
job.” Cote admits 

“| would have to say he 1s not always on full possession of 

his leadership faculties. His htthe outbursts sometimes 
make things worse, but he just gets out of control,” says 
Mr. Cote 

Holder of a teacher's certificate from the University of 
Sherbrooke, Mr. Chevretic taught French at the sec- 
ondary level. he also gave courses on administration at 
the CEGEP [expansion not given] and at university 
level, preparing all hes lectures homscif 

Chevrette a professor of French” The sea astounds 
certam people who are rather taken aback by the colorful 

language he uses on occasion—-cven im the legislative 
chamber. Yes. really’ Even though hes chief of staff 
Charles Grenier, msists that the written documents 
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prepared by hes boss whech cross hrs desk “are aleays 
flawless.” “He doesn't mac mestakes.” Grenecr onsests 

l anion Career 

Chevretie made hes career in the trade-umron world. He 

spent some teme under Marcel Masse in the Lanaudiere 
Teachers’ Umon. negotiating 44 collective wage agree- 
ments with school commiutices mm 1966 

He +s credited with having umonized all the relgrous 
teachers in Quebec. before yornmng the CEQ [cxapansion 

not given), where he was vice president alongside Ray- 
mond Laliberte mn 1970-71. during Yvon Charbonncau's 
presidency. In 1972 he was cheef negotiator for the 
teachers of Quebec. subsequently he served four years as 
first vice pressdent of the CEQ 

Al the cxpress request 1 Marcel Pepin and Lours Lab- 
erge. the presidents of the CSN and FTQ [capansions not 
given]. he became a member of the Cliche C ommrsson 
that investigated the construction mdustry The late 
lamented Judge Robert Cliche was head of thers commnrs- 
son. the other commussioncr was a young attorney by 
the name of Brian Mulroncy 

It was Lucien Bouchard. chief attorney of the commres- 

sion (a small world’). and Rene Levesque who 

approached him m August 1975. at the Le Sambo 
restaurant in Montreal. about getting into politics. Nom- 
mated on 18 January 1976. he was first clected deputy 

from Johetie in November 1976. when prosovereignty 
feeling was running high 

Rene Levesque entrusted him with vanous responsibel:- 

tees. Then in 1984. after the resagnation of sia monsters 
Mr Levesque gave him the health portfoho He « 

credited with createng the Rochon Commisson mm Junc 
1985S to study the health and soceal service systems. rts 

recommendations are partly responsible for the reform 

now taking shape 

His greatest disappointment 1s not the referendum or the 
party's lows of power, bul “the tome ft takes to pet 

anything done” He cucs as an example that very health 
system reform, on which he 1s stell working sa years 

later 
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hohl, Mitterrand Continue Bad Wiessee Talks 

Views SERV. Mideast Ivsue 

LD290°162991 Hambure DP 14 om German 1548 GUT 

73 Jul 9! 

[Excerpt] Bad Wiessee (DPA)}—Chancellor Helmut 

Kohl, Chrstian Democratec Umon (CO DU]. and French 
Present Francon Mitterrand have emphasised that ot 

rs Stell too carly for recognitson of Slovema and Croatia 
under micrnatronal law. After a onc<day exchange of 
opemon on Bad Wressee on Bavaria on Tegerasee, Kohl 
told pournalrsts today. “I do not beleve that a decrson to 

thes effect should be made at thes terme” 

In contrast. during the last few days there have been 
numerous demands from among the CDI 4 hrrstian 
Soctal LU mon to the Federal Government in Bonn for the 
mdependence-secking republecs to be recogmired 

Al the same tome the two statesmen called on the 
politecal negotsatong partners om Yugoslavia. whe are at 
logecthecads. to seck the path of dialogue once more 
Kohl and Mutterrand are concerned about the crises om 

Yugoslavia, whch has mmtensified once again They 
emphauzed that any form of violence im Vugesiavia 
must be prevented. The cease-fire achieved with FC and 
rs “brittle Moetterrand sand. He added that 11 1 wrong to 
“ant to save the Vugoslay federal state hy force “The 
age of the great empires on the Bathans has gone ~ Should 
the European peace efforts fas. then the Community ell 

have to comsel! further on the comsequcnces 

The main topec of the Francoeerman dialogue at the 
Tegermsce was. however, the “successful” conch oon 
sought hy Rohl and Metterrand to the two government 
conferences on European coonomen and currency wmron 

and on polrtecal emon m Maastricht mm December Kohl 

spoke of a “hestorn date” for European history and pand 
tribute to Franco4scrman cooperation on thy path to 

politcal wmeen He  certamn that there all be a “ree 
sonamc Compromise on resucs still on dispute relating to 

currencs emeon. the chancetior sand | 

Without gorng onto detars, Kohl sand that at Tegernsce 

he worked very mntenwvel on thes msec” with Metter 

rand The regular talks betecen Paris and Benn are to be 

conteneed om September Both natrons are also “on a 
good path regarding European security poloy Metter 
rand sand that fm. however. “premature ai thes stage to 

drae concluwoms about security pola, from political 
urn 

Kohl and Mitterrand sand they are gratified by the 
Middle East mamwon conducted y 1S Scoretan of 
State James Raker, which has been successful up to the 

pornt Koh! stressed that he hopes the dewred peace 
comterence on the Middic East well take place and that al! 

the partes are aeare of the “omportance of the 

moment The two statewnen spoke “only in passnng 
ahowt the wtuathen concerneng rag where there 
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rencwcd fighting betwecen go. crament troops and Kurds 
Mitterrand sand: “We dod not tak about war today ~ 
[passage omutticd] 

Diplomacy “WW orking’ in SE RY 

LD230° 183291 Pars France tater Radwo Neteurt 

m break PWOGMT 23 Jal 9) 

[Excerpts] [passage ometicd] ft 1s at Bad W vewser that the 
French-<Grerman Mittcrrand-Kohl summon rs takeng place 
today [passage omitted] Histor, and geography were on 
the agenda of the Kohl-Muttcrrand talks They talked a 
great deal about the Vugoslay cris. an occawon for 
Francorns Mitterrand to state the of sous—<dialoguc 
rather than force m \ ugosiavia 

[Begin Miticrand recording] Diplomacy « working In 
any case we are entirely om agreement mm comudcring that 
one cannot save a federation by force. This 1s no longer 

the cra of the empires. whech for so long poverned the 

Balkan regron. There must thus be mutual assent. which 
as Chancellor Kohl savs. presupposes a dualoguc. 4 
craloguc to achieve a contract. Thes 1s «hat the ( ommu 
met) 1s workeng toward. and i 1s for thes also that the 
officials of the republecs that wish to reach a successful 

conclusion are working. and which may reduce what 

could happen om the coming wecks of months In any 

case. thes rule 1s the correct one—no federation can 
survive on the has of force fend recordeng) 

Censcher Seeks More EC lavolvement in SERS 

LD Ce0089) Berlin IDS of Germar owl 

4 Jul 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—In voce of the dramatn develop 

ments in Vugesiavia. Foreagn Minister Hans-Drctrich 
Crenmscher has called for stronger EC mnvolvement om the 

multinatronal state The Foeregn Ministry om Bonn 
announced today that. om a letter. Grenscher asked the 
current EC Counc of Foregn Ministers chairman 
Netherlands Foregn Moeneter Hans van den Brock. to 
esiend the work of the EC observers commission to 

( rowtea. as ft has been planned mm the mandate alread) 

given Thess absolutely necessary. Cronscher stressed. to 
hetp calm down the swtuation 

The foregn menesicr also asked his Netherlands counter 
pan to mete not only Vugoslay Prime Minister Ant 
Markov and Foregn Menwster Bodine Loncar but 
aio ropresentatives of the V upostas republics to th 

forthcoming meeting ot the ti (ounc! of borcogn 

Moarsters on Brussels on Monday This ms the only way to 
take account of the developments m Vupgosiavia and 

acteeve a disloguc with all the parties mmvolved = The 
foreign munestcr who well take part mm thes coun 

mecting. did not rule owt that if the situation gets von 

wore. the OSCE crn mechanmm can again deal with 

the situation om \ ugosiasta 



Bush Seen in Dilemma on Policy Toward Iraq 

402407101691 Munch SUEDDELTSCHL ZEITUNG 
mm German 24 Jul Yl p 4 

[Wolfgang Koydl artecle: “Bush and the Two Saddams”} 

[Text] The pictures are the same As m the weeks 
preceding the outbreak of the Gulf war. US. Pressdent 
George Buth « now also consistently tightening the 
screws. He set an ultematum for Iraq: Checf of State 
Saddam Husayn to reveal hes nuclear program by 25 July 
and to make all nucicar facslitees accessible to inspectors 
4 UN resolution that would approve another military 
Strike 1s on the table. and the Western allecs have also 
given Washington the go-ahead 

What 1s still pending 1s the official Sovect approval of a 

US. attack on Iraq: muctcar and control centers. We can 
assume. however, that Moscow gave at least is tact 
permrssion in thes respect as part of that great baricr deal 

that Bush and Aremien chicf Mikhail Grochaches con- 
cluded on the fringes of the world coonomec summit im 
London last week 

The Americans would have every reason to take militar 

action. It ss amazing how much Saddam has admitted 
after having played cat and mouse with mtcrnational 
imspectors for weeks. Accordingly. Baghdad pushed its 
nuclear weapons program much further than had even 

been predicted by the CIA im its most pessemrsstic 
analyses. Nuclear weapons im the hands of the Iraq 
tyrant are a worse nightmare than the annexation of 

Kuwart and the resultant larger influence of Irag on the 
oil proces would have been 

Does that mean that now that all prereqursites cxrst, that 
alhed bomber squadrons «il! soon appear over Basra 
and Baghdad again” Not necessarily. because Bush will 
have to consider all the pros and cons of a strike more 

thoroughly than he did the first time Some political 

circumstances, both om the Perwan Gulf and m the 
United States stself, have changed in recent months 

For mstance, in the American public with its short-lived 

attention span. the patriot enthusasm about the Gulf 
war has chbed away While Saddam has not been for- 

gotten. he 1s no longer of current interest. he was the 
bogeyman of the spring season. There 1s even cautious 
criticism about Bush as the supreme commander. The 
contradictory statements of April Glaspee. the former 
US. ambassador to Baghdad. have created doubts about 
the administration's policy on Irag Congressmen want 
to know whether the White House sent the wrong signals 
last summer. encouraging Baghdad to invade Kuwart 

Revorts on the suffering of the Iraq: people as a result of 
the bombings and sanctions have been given more and 
more room im discussons mm the United States. Prince 

Sadruddin Aga Khan. who 1s the UN commrssoner for 
Irag. has almost umplored the United States to rela the 
hovoott because otherwise. a “catastrophe rs emminent 

Bush has stressed more than once that the sanctions will 
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be carned out as long as Saddam rs im power. however, if 
the present siiastion «& misnuees. Bush ail run the rsh of 
losing “So dehate on f° ¢ ethecal Jacior, whech plays a very 

wig a” | cole om the Uneted States. The Unied States 
Arad 2. a+ om the first Geh «ar are already showing 
wtitaton at Y--hungton's hard attstude 

In odditron. the milvtary prospects of success regarding 
new air rds are uncertarmn. Notheng guarantees that the 
Americans will het the nuctcar facilites they missed im 

the spring. which the Irage bave now hidden m other 
places. Destroying the rag: command and control cen- 

ters, as the US. mubtary has pianned, would not neces- 
sarily stop the nuclear er+carch program because Saddam 
has proved that no “ay «rd motheng can hinder him from 
building the bomb 

Nor 1s tt realsstec to bere - 4 eh fas repeatedly sand 

he does—that the Iraq: nti.try &<: overthrow Saddam 
“In the one hand. the pi *;2cts for a coup have not 
mecreased since the Iraq: ruler, wrth the tacit permrssvon 
of the Unned States. consoldated his power, On the 
other hand. no ome can guarantee that a possible suc- 
cessor of Saddam will not surreptitiously o. ntrnuc the 
Iraqi nuclear program. It 1s too fascinating for any 

potentate to have sucicar weapons because Israc! already 

possesses such weapons 

lt +s Bush's dilermma that he 1s dealing with two Sadd- 
ams. On the one hand. he s dealing with Saddam. the 
stability factor mm the regron. who keeps his country 
together with an wron fist. He may be a “son of a bitch.” 
but he 1s “our son of a bitch” with whom Washington did 
business on the past. On the other hand, Bush 1s dealing 
with Saddam. the Moodthirsty tyrant. who represents a 

danger to the newghboring countrics—an mmage that US 
war propaganda has excessively played up. The dilemma 
rs that of Bush neutralizes the tyrant Saddam. will 

recult on the destatulization of the whole Gulf regron. If 
he belheves that i 1s more emportant to keep Saddam im 
power as 4 stabilizing clement. be will expose himectl to 
the reproach of berg inconsistent and weak 

In the Arab world, the maxem rs waled that you must kiss 

the hand that you cannot cet off Bush has not chosen 

cither of the two options, however. many Arals think 
that it 1 too late now for an amputation 

Consequenses of Britain's BOC] Closure Examined 

1 40°09549) Munich SUBDDELTSCHE ZEITUNG 
im German 24 Jul Vi p 3 

[Gerd Kroencke report: “Warnings That Nobody 
Wanted To Ser"] 

[Text] London, 23 July—John Mayor is barely recogmz- 
able any more. He used to be so concihatory and polite 
even when he contradicted people Now. however, im 
dealing with the leader of the opposition. he has shown a 
completely different ude. “The honorable gentioman is 
wallowing on filth, and he knows rt.” he snaried furrowsty 
and it « not so much the words but the tone and the 
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ecsiures that show bes anger. As a maticr of tact. oppo 

sion lead +t Nevl Aennoct only wanted to know when 

the prome t. narster had reahzed for the first ume whai a 

mess the Bank of Creda and Commerce International 

[BCC 1] was mm. and when he was informed for the first 
tume Dy the scoret serveces that the BOOT accounts were 

used by terrorrsts. No less fursowsly and cremson m the 
tace. Kennock barked back: “There rs certamls a lot of 
filth. and a great deal ss on yur ede. I beheve ” ts 

good that there ss an old ftasteoned desk separating 
government and opposition 

(inc week ago. tt stell looked as though some hun ired 

thousand account holders—mainly small business 
people of Asian ongin—vwould lose most of ther savings 

im the scandal Even the fact that a few regronal admun- 
isirations are tacung a lows of a total of “0 mothon pounds 

which corresponds to about 210 mulhon German marks 

did pot really seem to worry the govermment Aficr all 
the government = not respomuble tor what people do 

with thew money. Conservative moenesters stressed The 
prime minister also rubbed salt on the wound by statong 

fAal Ms not wise to depost all one's moncy om a wngk 

bank. The risks must be spread 

In the meanume. however, a has become clear that 
somebody will have to take respomsbelity and resgn 

Maybe not the prome munisicr, who docs not even pay 

attention to the oppositioa’s rowtene calls for hrs rewg 

natron. but masfhe the chancellor of the excheguct. who 
nas trequentl) drscussed the BCC] with the governor of 
the Bank of England snce be took office, but who 

allegedly did not hear anytheng about fraud wnt! 6 
june The positron of the governor hemeclf ms om great 
danger, 8otun Lewgh-Pemberion. “poor old Robin.” as 
they call hem om the City of London, cother knew about 

irregularities and fasied to inform the government. of he 

did not know anytheng. which 1s mo less mcremimationg 
The ig question now ms Who knew what and when” 

There 1s the case of the mrsrouted letter, for example As 

carly as on June of last year. concerned BOC 1 emplovees 

who no longer trussed thew boss. warned against a 
catastrophe that might affect: sharcholders investors 

anc employees if the supervisory board did not take 

acthon. The letter. whech the emptovees sent to Labour 

Member of Parhament Tony Benn. mentioned “embe '- 
riement, corruptron. and nepotrwm ~ Benn paved it on 
© then Chancetior of the Exchegucr John Major, who 

cannot remember having scen thes letter Hes officials 
semt the letter to the sceretary of state for emplovment 
who did not themk that he was responwhtc and pawed 

on to the secretary of state for trade Noecholas Ridley 
secretary of state for trade. resagned at the tome (hecaue 
he had sand unpleasant things about Crermany) tn ans 

case, the letter disappeared on its way through various 

minsstres, and nobody would have known 2hout 1 if the 

FINANCTAL TIMES had not recenved a copy last week 
and published i 

The tact that nobody on the government knew that the 
BCC 1 was used by enternational terrorist organizations 1s 
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no cucuse tor thx cant xcreta | tate ond the 

primed Mh asicr «* s the bead of the wuret ws tne 

tven the motornows tf srrorert Abo Nodal [Sabr: al-Baanal 

a hend of world cance suativr onc, alleged) appearced 

m Londen aocawonalls te take carc of hes avects m onc of 

the BOC T bramhes The “Sordanmean coturer (Crhasan 

Ahmad (Qlawem. tormer manager of tac Nude Park and 
Meanc Sguarc franches. admutied that be bopt Mr 
Nodal’s accoownts and that the erntiicmen parnd 2 sil te 

the Dank at regular wntcrvals eeth the inowlcdge of the 

MIS scoret serve Qaeem cleaned that be was asked to 

mal he was fot alc to dev lore 

evetticd by 

maritow the tr arrwac ters 

thers rgeucsi also Nev aurse off Thc singh pressure 

Natal eas once cven taken to the 

as an alleged Suman doplomat 

Mher auihorrtecs 

airport ™ the poles 

The surermecr rooess starts on Whetchall thes wcck. bot 

well be a hong terme Detore thengs calm down. So tar only 

the comsers ative Member of Parhament Set lohae Reds 

dale. a trend of BOO Ts mam sharchodder. the shavth of 

\hu Dhat has reugned Ser Juhan. aho know: Japan 

very well, was to have helped the hank cstahinch more 

branches om the Far bast Them me longer an msuc now 

Need for Stricter Sapervision of Banks Viewed 
7 s0 TNAY liam? LA Iwi a i j 

4 “yl Of pf 
"inv mor 

[Peter Crullbes Commentary Seer. recent VMowld Be 

Better | 

[Test] The scandal surrowndong the Bank of ( red and 
Commerce “nternatronal (RCC 1) os terneng out to be a 

thriller with cxtraordmmarns cxuceteng clements tabuficy 

hon of balance sheets. of4arneng credet Py talee pr: 
teres Per pix ry hushi mg uf’ i. laumdcring om rug 

money. frnanceng of terrerrsts and arms smugglers The 

depressing thong ms that moans eervecrnments amd ther 

micthgemere serseces have known ahouwt that for vcars 

tvedence would not have been se’fioent to close down 

the PCC 1 however. the Rank of t ngland Sess 

The BCC 1. whech « tarlered te Arab and Asan chents 

tavied net only because of detrauwd crs Set aloo bec au of 

poor and mmcapencnmocd maznagemem ft teropted rs 

chents on the raed te toen weth ndoology and imteres 

rates. (ime agarn it has hooome cvedemt thal ome cannot 

manage a “core tatic hank m lence eeth cthan oF ico 

logical motives hut only om heme with coomomen erees 

it «s also parteoularly parnfel that (scrman savers. too 

heve to pas tor that enderecttly The hank—weeth ots scat om 

Lusembourg and 68 branch offices all over the workd— 
also fas two offfoes om Crormany If the Rank goes 

hankragt the Ceerman chents all recene almost tull 

compensation Phe ell prohahly amownt to 10) millon 

(eerman moaarks These well Px mand ty the (sorman hanks 

Dhegerert Iereeeranmce Fmd thes emcderectl. ty the Cserman 

crercn’s 

There rs the gucstien of whether mm the futerc. too, the 

(rerenan cmergems fem! showld pay for emetrtutes that 
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are subject to foreign (and sometimes very alien) bank 

supervision. It 1s untenable to have respectable banks 

pay for their unrespectable competitors. Some sort of 
“Interpol” for the banking system would be desirable. 

This 1s still an illusion at the moment, however, at least 
more intensive cooperation across borders would be 
necessary. Furthermore, what are governments actually 

do.ng with the findings of their intelligence services? In 
a time in which every day half a trillion dollars dash 

around the globe in an electronic wink of an eye, the 
supervision looks as if 11 comes from the Middle Ages. 
This would certainly be a topic for an international 

economic summit 

* Bundeswehr East Command: Mission Accomplished 

YIGEO3Z614A Frankfurt FRANKEFURTER 

ALLEGEMEINE in German 2 Jul 91 p § 

[Article by fy: “Stoltenberg Retires Bundeswehr East 
Command, Armed Forces Structure in the New Laender- 
New Missions Outside NATO" ] 

{ Text] Strausberg—Nine months after German reunifi- 
cation on 3 October 1990, Defense Minister Stoltenberg 
last Monday deactivitated the Bundeswehr East Com- 

mand in Strausberg. This completes phase one of the 
establishment of the all-German armed forces. Instead of 
the Bundeswehr East Command, which until now had in 
the five new laender commanded the ground, air, and 
naval forces stationed there, the units will be under the 
command of the service branches concerned, effective 

Monday. They will thus be subject to orders from the 

chiets of staff of the army, air force, and navy, respec- 

tively. In this way, the structure of the armed forces in 

the new laender will be adapted to that in the rest of the 
Federal Republic. 

The most important tasks of the Bundeswehr East Com- 

mand had been the dissolution of the units and organi- 
vations of the GDR National People’s Army, the dis- 

missal of its soldiers, and the selection of those to be 
incorporated into the all-German Bundeswehr as regular 
or extended-duty personnel. In addition, the Bundewehr 

East Command was charged with taking over the wear- 
onry and ammunition of the GDR's armed forces and 

deciding on their future utihzation. 

In the presence of high-ranking officers of the allied 
troops still stationed in Berlin and of the commander in 

chict of the West Group of the Soviet Armed Forces, 
Colonel General Burlakov Stoltenberg expressed appre- 
ciation for the work accomplished during the past nine 

months by the 2,000 personnel sent there from the old 

Federal Republic as well as by the National People’s 
Army soldiers 

Stoltenberg specifically referred to the difficulties beset- 

ting the efforts to cr ote internal unity. This process, he 

indicated, would require long-term joint efforts. One of 

the desired unity. Even today, he said, he noted that the 
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first steps made 1a common could not have been accom- 

plished without the contributions of many soldiers of the 

old NVA [National People’s Army} 

Summarizing accomplishments to date, Stolicnberg rei- 

erated that on 3 October 1990 the Bundeswehr had 

absorbed 90,000 NVA soldiers, 17,000 border patrol 

members, and 47,000 NVA civilian employees. In add- 

tion, 1 had taken over 10.000 tanks and armored vchi- 

cles, 2,500 artillery peices, 400 combat aircraft, 100,000 

automobiles and trucks, 1.2 millon small arms, and 
more than 300,000 long tons of ammunition as well as 
2,000 real estate properties in 900 garrisons. The 
majority of the tasks arrsing therefrom had been com- 

pleted. At the present time, he continued, 56.000 mill- 

lary personnel were still serving in the areca of the 

Bundeswehr East Command: more than 20.000 former 
NVA military personnel had applied for transfer to the 

Bundeswehr. Added to this number were 4.000 appli- 

cants who had either never served or who were liable for 

the draft but had no longer served in the NVA and who 

volunteered for service in the Bundeswehr. Decrsions 
had been made for the future utilization of the majority 

of more than 900 peices of equipment and weapon 

systems inherited by the Bundeswehr from the NVA. 350 
would continue to be in use, 450 would be dirscontinucd 
and no decision had as yet been made tor some 100 

systems, among them the most modern combat aircraft 

of the former NVA, the MiG-29. Stoltenberg indicated 

that a decision would be announced shortly on the fate of 

this aircraft, which has been thoroughly tested by the 

airforce. Of the 2,000 NVA properties, which encompass 

140 garrisons, the Bundeswehr plans to dispose of all but 
700 of them. Here too, final decisions have not been 

made, especially where the choice of exercise terrams 1s 

concerned. The Bundeswehr 1s faced with one particu- 

larly severe financial problem arising trom the bad 

condition of former NVA barracks. Four hundred mil- 

hon German marks [DM] are to be spent on their 
rchabilitation this year, next year the amount 1s to 

increase to DM 1 billion. Even that would not be cnough. 
Stoltenberg said; in 1993 that expenditure would have to 
increase again, in large part because of environmental 

concerns. The Defense Ministry calculates that DM13 
bilhon will be required for upgrading the barracks and 

other installations which the Bundeswehr will continuc 

to use on the new lacnder, another DM?) billion wall be 

needed for environmental protection measures. Molten- 

berg. commenting on statements by the Sovect military 

that the removal of Sovict Armed Forces from CGrermany 

would be delayed if the mainly FRG -financed housing 

construction for returning Sovict officers were not accel- 

crated, stated that he had told Burlakov, commander in 

chief of Sovict Forces in Germany, that he understands 

the worries concerning the housing situation. However, 

he added, the Federal Republic merely extends financial 

aid, therefore, the German Government cannot accept 

linkage between the time of departure and the pont in 

time when housing would become available. Rather, the 

German Government cxapects that the USSR: would 
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fulfill sts obligations under the departure treaty and that 
it would remove its troops by the end of 1993 

Ata public discussion on “Bundeswehr and Society™ in 

Berlin. Defense Minister Stoltenberg said that he wanted 
to enlarge the Bundeswehr mission. The establishment of 

a European political union, and a European security 
component, he said. presupposes that all member states 

take on the same mghts and obligations. For this reason. 
a broadening of German authority to act 1s important 

Absent German readiness to deploy the Bundeswehr in 

the political umion of the EC countries as well as in the 
UN, Germany's credibility would be questionable. Stol- 
tenberg admonished the SPD [Social Democratic Party 
of Germany] to find a way out of ils present opposition 
to that idea 

In the opinion of the defense minister. the Bundeswehr 

should have three missions in the future. Added to the 
present onc, to protect its Own country and to contribute 

to the overall European military balance. Stoltenberg 
added the task of the Bundeswehr’s availability for 
deployment outside of the NATO area boundaries. 
Though Stoltenberg stated that NATO would remain the 
“most important Western security system.” he limited 
his demand for enlarging the deployment area to tasks 
within the political union and for deployment with the 

United Nations, rather than for deployment with the 
United Nations, rather than for deployment within the 
confines of the Alliance. Stoltenberg expressed his wish 
that NATO should become more of a political force than 
it had been in the past. It should support “stability and 

change” and should extend social and economic cooper- 
ation. Europe and North America, he said. must not 

approach their respective responsibilities in rsolation 

from each other 

On the role of the United States, the minister said that 
“the Europeans have a vital interest in a substantial 

American military presence in Europe.” This, he added. 
was equally applicable to the United States itself. 11 1s, 
politically and militarily. a European power and has 
mutual security interests with Europe. The munister 
voiced no opimon on the question of how the joint 

defense identity proclaamed by Kohl and Mutterand 

could be implemented, especially whether the West 
European Union should become an institution of the EC, 
of NATO. of even of both defense systems. There 1s 
apparently an agreement that NATO states. which are 

not WEL [Western European Union] members. the 
United States, Canada, Norway, Denmark, Greece. and 

Turkey. should be included in establishing a “European 
pillar.” For security policy, NATO would remain the 

decissonmaking authority. As to developements im the 
USSR. Stoltenberg expressed greater skepticism than did 
others. He cited the statement by the International 

Institute for Strategic Studies in London to the effect 
that the Soviet Umion’s path 1s leading from perestroyka 
inte crises and from crisis into chaos 
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* Apprenticeship Shortfall Still Severe in East 

YIGEOSSS 4 Frankturt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ULE MEINE in German 8 Jun 91 p 43 

[Barbara Dorn article: “Uncertainties Dominate Voca- 
ional Tramuing in East. Apprenticeships Scarce. Statis- 

tics Ambiguous. Sponsorships in West] 

{ Text] Tramung slots are scarce im the new lands. Of the 
roughly 67.000 apprenticeships. which were reported to 

the unemployment office im eastern Germany trom 
October 1990 until April of this vear. more than 14.0000 

were withdrawn—again—which 1s symptomatic for the 

planning uncertainty of many companies. There remain. 

in round numbers, 33.000 available apprenticeships. On 
the other hand. 102.000 youag adults registered their 

interest im traming for a practical job at the job coun- 

scling agencies. It 1s encouraging that at least every third 

could be placed in an apprenticeship. Nevertheless. at 

the end of April there existed a wide gap between 65,000 

applicants sull to be placed and only a good 20,000 
available slots. The development of the applicant and 

supply side on the apprentice market in the coming 

months 1s difficult to predict. Incalculable uncertainty 

factors reduce this simple calculation to absurdity 

Promising imitiatives coming from the political and 
economic sector are just now starting to unfold their 
effect 

By the end of the 1990-91 school year 115,000 gradu- 
ating students will confront the decision of either trying 
for a commercial training slot or to continue their 
schooling. Already one third of the students, in some 

regions as many as one-half, have applied for secondary 

school level Il Many are hkely to have applied as a 

precaution—just in case their search for an apprentice- 
ship fails. In addition, according to the labor office's 
estimate every second or third of the youths in the new 
lands us definitely considering accepting an apprentice- 
ship that matches ther own professional aspirations 

with a transfer into the western part of the country for a 

portion or the entire time of therr traning. OF course, the 
willingness to do this 1s particularly great within daily 

commuting range of the old territory and not quite so 

definite in more remote regions. Sull, from November 
1989 to November 1990, 25.000 youths have already 

chosen this approach 

It 1s also completely unknown what the total of so-called 
“bankruptes” apprentices will add up to, meaning those 

trainees whose indenture was cancelled because of bank- 

ruptcy. plant shutdown or for sumilar reasons. By the end 
of April 1991 about 18.500 regsstered with the uncm- 
ployment offices. New placements have not yet been 

found for 3,000 of these. In spite of all the efforts to the 

contrary it 1s likely that during the course of the year 
thousands of trainees will be released by collapsing 
operations. It 1s safe to assume, on the other hand. that 

the approximately 18.000 youths, who are now on the 

preparatory stages for their careers, will strive to get 
vocational training afterwards 
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Also with regard to the supply of apprenticeships av ail- 

able in castern Germany in the fall nothing but a 
descmption of the elements of uncertainty 1s possible at 

thes time. Not enough consideration 1s given to the fact 
that merely very limited conclusions may be drawn as to 

the current overall supply from the 53.000 vocational 

training stots which were registered with the uncmploy- 
ment offices in the new lands at the end of April 199! 
The quota level of job counselling agency intervention 1s 
yet unknown. The alarmingly pessimistic projections 

advanced by experts during the past months with regard 

lO trarning opportunities for young people may have 
motivaied many of these to focus on applying directs 
with the companies for apprenticeships. One or the other 

apprenticeship already reported might be withdrawn 

again because of economic difficulties suffered by the 
training company. On the other hand. many enterprises 

are likely to delay reporting their training slots for some 
tume until thes gain a better overview within the scope of 

the ongomg restructuring processes everywhere of their 
future service or manufacturing priorities, and thus also 
of the goals and organization of their training efforts 

Within the scope of the Project Apprenticeship East the 

central associations together with the federal govern- 
ment and the labor office are urging companies. private 
practices and administrations to intensify their traming 

ettorts. Traimuing partnerships with enterprises in the old 

lands make ui possible or at least easier for eastern 

operations to arrange for high-quality and comprehen- 
sive yob training. The parent company in the cast sends 
the youths for a certain time which. depending on the 

need. might last a few weeks or a whole year. to the 
partner company in the west to learn specific techniques 
and skills stipulated in the traming regulations. The 
labor office has indicated its willingness to grant a 
cost-of-living allowance for the apprentices in this case 

After mitial positive experiences with training partner- 
ships. especially in the printing industry. this approach 

will be promoted in the coming months. The Trust 
Agency has given a high degree of priority to the contin- 
uation of existing apprenticeship relationships and the 
hiring of new trainees in its Companies even beyond its 
own needs. The companies’ reduction of tramiung 
capacity and dismissal of tramers 1s to be avorded 
whenever possible and principally requires prior consul- 

tation with the Trust Agency 

The government has put up a premium of $.000 German 
marks [DM] to support medium-size organizations who 

hire a trainee in 1991. According to the estimation of the 
head associations in commerce this will create additional 

apprenticeships with newly established craftsmen and 
small enterprises. At present. numerous “training 

pools —alhances of the chambers of commerce with 

agencies and institutions in the economy. in politics, and 
labor administration—are forming with the objective of 
organizing mtercompany traming slots financed by the 

federal labor office At present, 12.600 slots are avail- 

able. “If necessary.” says Heinrich Franke. president of 

the tederal office. “the number of these traming slots 
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shall be turther and ‘vigorously expanded.” The training 
pools by no means will or want to relieve the companies 

of the responsibility of educating their trainees at their 

own capense. Rather, 1 1s a question of also ensuring. in 

addition to the operational commitment, the utilization 
of those traning capacities that would otherwise go to 
waste because of shutdown or bankruptcy of enterprises 
The Trust Agency endorses the development of support 
Structures and makes available. free of charge. numerous 
buildings for this intercompany training 

* Coal Subsidy Under Threat From EC Suit 

* Action Surprises Moellemann 

YVIGEOSSOA Munich SLUEDDEULTSCHE ZEIITUNG 
inGerman 15 Jun 91 p 33 

[Article by froe” “EC Takes Legal Action Against Bonn’s 
Subsidy of Coal. Moeiiemann Hoping for Cooperation 

Miners Demonstrate in Saarbruecken” | 

[Text] In spite of ongoing negotiations between Bonn 
and Brussels regarding the future coal policy the EC 
Commission has started legal action for violation of 
contract against Germany im connection with the 

German subsidies tor bituminous coal used to generate 

power. After having previously taken a hard-line 

approach in his coal policy. Minister of Economics 

Juergen Moellemann has now offered to cooperate with 

all those concerned. “In the interest of the German 

bituminous coal mining industry and its employees we 

need cooperation rather than confrontation.” the Free 

Democratic Party politician stated. In the meantime. the 

demonstrations against Mocilemann’s plans for subsidy 

reduction continued 

According to the Ministry for Economics, the EC Com- 
mission's reason for the contract violation proceedings 1s 

that the Federal Government to this day has not sub- 

mitted the plan requested by Brussels for a restructuring 
of the German coal mining industry. Moeliemann 
describes the Commussion’s action as “surprising and 
not very helptul” The Federal Government ts con- 

tinuing its efforts to solve the problems at issuc by way of 

negotiations. The minister for economics pointed out 

that the question of a restructuring plan had already been 

discussed during negotiations with the Commission in 

the fall of 1989. following Brussels’ initial request for the 
plan at the end of March 1989 

The Commussion’s basic demand for submittal of a 
restructuring plan. by the way. 1s the subject of an action 

regarding the power subsidies brought by the head orga- 

nization of the German bituminous coal mining industry 
and the Federal Government, this 1s pending betore the 

European Court of Justice 

“No Clean Sweep” 

According to information from hrs ministry. Moeclie- 

mann a few days ago resumed political talks with the 
Commission regarding the so-called century agreement 
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between the mining and electricity industry and the 
coal-to-power conversion subsidies. It 1s the objective to 

find, on the basis of the amount of 40.9 million metric 
tons per year stipulated in the century agreement up to 

and including 1995. a “mutually agreeable solution 
regarding the use of coal for power generation.” The EC 
Commussion, on the other hand, intends to approve the 

coal for power generation regulation only until 1993 and 

demands a reduction in volume by this time already. In 
view of the wave of protests of recent weeks and days. 
Mocliemann demanded “that 11 1s time to stop with the 

complete distortion of facts and the personal attacks.” 

Symbolic funeral processions and burnings in effigy are 
not an argument. “My offer for cooperation instead of 

confrontation stands.” the minister declared. He con- 
firmed that he would advocate a supplemental arrange- 
ment to secure the use of coal to produce electricity after 

the century agreement of 1996 expires. Although both 

the quantities of coal for power generation and the coke 

coal subsidies must be reduced. the Federal Govern- 

ment. “im any case.” would continue “to appropriate 

considerable funds to subsidize German bituminous coal 
mining.” A clean sweep was out of the question 

In Saarbrueccken, in the meantime, 25,000 miners have 
protested against the economics minister's coal proyects. 

The miners, who arrived by the busload from the coal 

regions of the Saar, Ruhr and the new lands, proceeded 
iN a protest march to the Saarbruccken Ludwigsplatz. 

The procession was headed by Oskar Lafontaine, acting 
Social Democratic Party chairman and muinister- 

president of the Saarland 

Klaus Suedhofer, the acting chairman of the industrial 
union mining and cnergy. called upon Moclicmann to 
submit without delay a clear coal and energy sales 

concept up to the year 2005. By no means 1s t acceptable 
to alter the targeted quantities of the century agreement 

until 1995. Not unless this 1s ensured and there 1s a 
“secure perspective for German coal” for the ume after- 
wards as well, 1s the mining union prepared to negotiate. 
In his function as the government's representative, Envi- 
ronmental Minister Klaus Toepfer, who 1s also the 

Saarland Christian Democratic Union state chairman. 
was hissed at the beginning of his speech. Toepfer 
emphasized that he was not protesting against Mocile- 
mann “but tor yob security in the mining industry.” In 

their protest march the miners also carried, similar to the 

demonstrations in North Rhine Westphalia. black cof- 
fins and a “Moellemann effigy” hanging from the gal- 
lows 

L nion Warning 

The mining and energy industrial umon in Bochum 
warned against a massive capacity reduction in the cast 

German lignite regions. The mining output. which at the 
end of 1990 was still approximately 250 million metric 

tons per year, will “plunge” to less than 100 millon 

metric tons if plans for an increased use of imported coal 
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and imported power would be realized. In case of the 

feared “clean sweep™ thousands of jobs would be lost. 
one leaflet announced. 

* EC Action *Affront® 

YIGEO3S0B Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 15 Jun ¥1 p 33 

[Commentary by froe.: “Mocliemann Rebufted™ | 

[Text] Economics Minister Mociiemann must feel 
rebuffed. For weeks now he 1s acting like a member of 
the EC Commussion in his campaign against coal subsi- 
dies, casily discloses negotiation contents to Brussels— 
and what do the Eurocrats do’ They show this liberal but 

little gratstude. Instead of appreciating his cxaggcrated 
willingness to reduce subsidies and in spite of continuous 
negotiations with Bonn. they start legal proceedings 
against Germany for violation of contract because of a 

comparatively silly reason. Calling this step “surprising 

and not very helpful” 1s certainly an understatement on 
Moellemann’s part. It 1s actually nothing less than an 

affront. 

But the economics minister fee!s pressure not only from 

Brussels and not only because of coal: “Careless and 

foolish” were the terms. for cxample. which Bavarian 

Minister-President Streibl used on Friday to criticize 

Moellemann’s ideas about the subsidy reduction in agri- 
culture. And from the union camp an even more heated 

sentiment assails the economics minister. Where the coal 

sector 1s concerned the liberal seems to have become 
more reflective in the meantime. There 1s no other 
interpretation for his offer to cooperate Yet mo was 

Mocliemann who until now advocated confrontation 

Although he 1s correct in the matier—<coal subsidies 
must be reduced—the way he conveyed this message was 

not conducive to a mutually acceptable settling of con- 
flicting opinions 

Furthermore, the fact that to this day he cannot tell the 
miners what they should expect in the future im replace- 

ment of the quantities agreed upon in the coal for power 
generation agreement further adds to speculations and 
rumors. If the economics minister wants to be regarded 
as a competent energy politician by al! concerned 

meaning also by the umons, he must control himselt in 
the future. But, after all, Mocllemann is one of the 
liberals. And they have always been nimble 

Stasi Said Linked to Right-Wing Extremists 

LD2307181491 Hambure DPA in German 1338-0 GM! 

23 Jul 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—According to Second German Tele- 
vision (ZDF), the state security service [Stasi] of the 
former GDR also supported right-wing extremists in the 
Federal Republic. The ZDF magazine program “Studio 
1 reports in Wednesday's edition that records from 
Department XXIV/8 of the state security service show 

the GDR state leadership's strategy to strengthen and use 
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the right-wing extremist potential in the Federal 
Republic. Therefore. the Stasi maintained intensive con- 

tacts with the Hoffmann defense sports group ~“wehrs- 
portgruppe Hoffmann.” 

ZDF also reported today that the internationally sought- 
after terrorist and nght-wing extremist Udo Albrecht. 
who fled to the GDR in July 1981 from custody in the 
Federal Republic, has since worked for the Stasi. He has 
gathered weapons and money for international terrorism 
on behalf of the Stasi. This has been closely coordinated 
with the Stasi and the Palestinian Liberation Organiza- 
tron (PLO). 

According to ZDF. Albrecht left for Damascus aster a 
mecting on 5 August 1981 with PLO security chief “Auf 
Busaysu and high-ranking officers of Department XXII 
of the East Berlin Stasi. After this he kept contact with 
the Stasi via the [former] GDR’s diplomatic missions in 
the Middle East. The [former] GDR leadership knew of 
every criminal offense committed by the neo-Nazi and 
fanatical anti-Semite Albrecht and protected him in 
close cooperation with the PLO leadership 

Court Rules Against PDS Assets Action 

LD1I9OC098 391 Hambure DPA in German 0734 GMI 
19 Jul 91 

| Text] Karlsruhe (DPA}—PDS [Party for Democratic 
Socialism] has failed at the Federal Constitutional Court 
in its action against the Treuhand Agency for Privatiza- 
tion administering its assets. The Second Supreme Court 
of the Federal Constitutional Court reyected the com- 

plaint as madmussible in a ruling published today 

The PDS 1 protected by the Basic Law as other parties. 
however, this does not give it the nght to dispose of and 
use the assets that 1 had acquired as the Socialrst U nity 

Party of Germany (SED) without the grounds being 
examined beforehand. In the former GDR ut had the 
Status of a single party that was actually based on the 

denial of the principles of state freedom and equality of 
opportunity for parties 

* Corruption Charged in Siemens Acquisitions 

* Agency Collusion Seen 

VICE O34S A Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

1* Jun 91 pp 92-98 

[U nattributed article: “Siemens, Largest Investor to 
Date im the East, Assured Itself the Best Preces of the 
Electrical Industry in the Ex-<GDR. Its Engagement Will 
Pay Off Quickly, Siemens Used its Whole Bag of Tricks 
to Obtain Fire Sale Prices From the Trust Agency. the 
Risk Is Passed on to the Taxpayer] 

[Text] The gentlemen on the Siemens board of directors 
lowe fancy phrases. Board Chairman Karlheinz Kaske 
Says that the corporation serves as a role model in the 
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German cast. Siemens 1s a “prime mover of the recov- 

ery.” announces his designated successor, Heinnch von 

Prerer. The commitment in the new federal laender. he 

adds. 1s motivated by the “feeling of resposibility ~ 

Beautiful words to indicate the understandable objective 
of profiting from opportunities in the German cast. Less 
clegant were the means Siemens used for this purpose 
Germany's third-largest enterprise, with annual sales of 
about 63 millon German marks [DM]. bought this 
national responsibility at a discount. The corporation is 

a role model in the ort of pushing the nsks off on the 

laapaver 

The electronics giant has taken over 16 former state- 
owned enterprises for about DM2S0 millon. About 
20,000 emplovees are already working for Siemen:- 
East—the Munich conglomerate 1s the largest private 
investor in the new laender 

The corporation had prepared for its committment like a 

military operation. It made use of the contusion reigning 

during the reunification months and the weakness of the 
Trust Agency. The latter was under pressure to report 
successes, NO Mmatier the cost 

\t Lempzig’s publicly owned Nachrichtencicktronik, Sie- 

mens lured the employees with job guarentees which 

could not be kept. At the publicly owned Starkstrom- 

Anlagenbau. the corporation calmed the managers even 

before the takeover with salary commitments, pension 

promises, and company cars. The Trust Agency was 

deceived with inflated stories about risks incurred 

Entering the former GDR. thus securing thousands of 
the urgently needed jobs, 1s at the same time a profitable 
investment for the Munich people. At least two-thirds of 

all Ssemens work orders on the new federal lacnder are 
government contracts. Hardly any other corporation 

profits more from Bonn’s subsidy of billions for the cast 
German infrastructure 

The cast’s telephone network 1s switched by the Siemens 
phone center, which connects the caller digitally to the 

next telephone via Siemens cables. The Federal Ranlwavs 

are supped with electricity by way of Siemens clectrical 

installatrons, Siemens signals run its rails. Siemens tur- 
bines wall shortly spin im cast Greerman power plants 

directed by Siemens automation technology All that rs 

produced im castern Germany 

The Munich parent company wants to invest about DM! 

billhon in modernizing its new subsidiaries Boss Kaske 

expects millions im profits from the overall castern 

cngagement within a period as little as two-vears time 
For the fiscal vear 1992/93. sales are expected to exceed 

the DMS bilhon 

Siemens recognized carly on that there was no alterna- 
tive to buying GDR enterprises. Western German pro- 

duction runs at 90 percent of capacity. In the old federal 

laender. the search for skilled workers is becoming 

increasingly fruitless. “There was no other way for us” 
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says Siemens coordinator for casiern activities. Ench 
Gerard. “bul to jump into the publich, owned ecnicr- 

prises. 

The Trust Agency did not recognize the Munich people's 

urecnt need for quickly acquiring men and machines 

Even profitable enterprises were sold dirt cheap without 
there being any need for i 

The Siemens buyers made their biggest coup with the 
former Starkstrom-Anlagenbau of Leipzig This con- 

Struction firm has made the clectrncal mstallations for 
power plants and railroads since the times of Walter 

Ulbricht. today 1 1s called Siemens Anlagentechnosk und 

Energicvericiulung GmbH [installation tcchnology and 
energs disinbution] Onc out of every four castern 

Siemens emplovces works here 

The DMS millon purchase price 1s merely a symbolx 
figure By contrast. the Trust Agency assumed respons- 
bility for paying off DMM17.3 million in old debts 

Thes enterprise had always been onc of the profit makers 
of the planned cconomy During just the last three years 

of the SED [Socralest Unity Party of Germnay] regime 

economy boss Guenter Mittag provided the high-s oltage 
installers with Western technology worth about DM WW 
million. The workers rode in VW buses to their work 

Sites. such as the Stendal nucicar power plant 

After unification. the high-voltage specialist became 

profitable immediaicly The preliminary tax audit dated 

10 April shows. for the first six months since the monc- 
tary reform. a profit of DM427.856.93 

Account balance sheets prove that the firm has ample 
tunds. In April. ut had already more than DM17 million 

mn cash. on additron, DMYS millon were invested as time 
deposits 

Even before the tall of the wall Siemens was extremels 

well informed about the GDR clectronics industry Its 

Berlin-based “CG; DR Liarson” office had kept files on the 
castern enterprises capatilities ever since the carly 
1YRO's 

Siemens was fully intormed also about the leading lights 

of the SED cconomy. In inner-rerman trade. which 
produced DM 100 million in sales for the Munich firm 

electrical trade managers from cast and west made and 

maintained their contacts. “They are very useful to us 

now. says Board Charman Kaske 

Some of Kaske’s rmportant contact people have survived 

the system change without inury SED member Erhard 

Schulz. onetieme duputy minister tor gencral and agricul. 

tural machinery and motor vehicle construction, rs today 

emploved by the Trust Agency as its director for special 
machinery con*:ruction. He worked on the Siemens deal 
tor several months 

(ine of his department heads was Mantred Schulz. who 

prior to the GDR's demise was its deputy minister for 

electrical and electronic technology. The ex-comrade was 
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m charge of high-voltage installation consiruction until 

Seemens took ot over on | Apnl Without his bencvolcnt 
negicct thengs would not at all interiere with Secmens’s 
manipulation of the Trust Agency 

He pretended not to notwe when the Starkstrom man 

agement abruptl, cancelled negotiations with the Proe 

Waterhouse Group auditors and insicad cngaged Ducs- 

seldorf's HMPG Deutsche Trevhand-resclischatt 

accounting firm. That 1s the same company which audits 
the Secmens corporate books. Proce Waterhouse dutifully 

advised trusice Schulz of the dangers involved om thes 

double tunction Schulz-Brush bristled “There nm no 

conflict of micrest here” 

No representative of the Berlin Property Holding Agencs 

ever sect foot on the Starkstrom plant. nor did any caper 

ever cvaluate the senor det rsk. nor calculate the sale 

these were not nceded “I was fully tamilar with the 
enicrprisc trom betore — 

The person responsibic tor thes charade 1s outgorng Trust 
Agency, Durector Karl Schirner” Last fall he grandly 

designated the semens operation a “model case ~ Today 
he «s more subducd “If we had gone by the book. only 

tive businesses would have been sold by now | 

The other side was quite thorough 1 its work, however 

For several months, more than 40) managers from 
Munich and Erlangen—engincers, marketing analysts 

lawycers—went through through the firms corporate 
books at ther lersurc. visited construction sites. este 

mated real estate valucs 

As carly as April 1990 Siemens instalied in Lewprig a 

“Jurisdictional Authority for Cooperation Between Sec 
mens AG: and Starkstrom-Anlagenbau GmbH without 

whose approval practically nothing could move mm the 

enterprise. The tavorite subject of thes body were the 
threshold valucs of the opening DM balance sheet. the 

most important basis for the forthcoming contract of 

sale. The record shows that on 18 September an | l-man 

Siemens delegation cxamined the “liquidity review and 
was bricted on the “status of the opening DM balance 

shect — 

The old comrades trom the business office were Cooper 

ative. Seemens looked generous. Over dinner at Erlan 

gens Alter Sompl restaurant. the western managers 

promised the castern workers raises, supplementary pen 
sson guarantces. and leased automobiles. available of 

course only om case of a successful takeover 

The day of the takeover arrived, and with it the “onc 

time cxtraordinary payment” The comrades received 

DM13.800 cach. retroactive for the penod | October 

1990 to 31 March 1991. In the meantime, the managers 

were suspended tor conducting shady real estate deals 

During the hectx days of the sale negotiations the 
cast-west harson worked without a hitch. Siemens exec. 

utrve Arnd Glaubrecht. specialist for commercial mat 
ters. stuck to hes Starkstromantagen opposite numbers 
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for days at a tome. be even took care of small dctasls 
personally He had dovens of conferences to explam hes 
recommendations from corporate headquarters to the 
castern employees. low valucs on the credit sade of the 

balance shect (for such ntiems as depreciated machinery 
and mnventory } should be balanced on the debit sede with 

gecncrous reserves. Secmens designates these activities as 
“tree consultant services.” 

Acocownteng tricks were used to show projects worth 

millhons. such as the major equipment program for GDR 
surface mening. twoce m the balance sheet. Even though 
accounts recenable and mventornes are already drs- 

counted on the credit ade of ihe Dalance sheet. reserves 
tor antecepated losses are created on the debit ade Risks 

are debited tence Seemens denies this 

Publ accountants are quite famihar with thes method 
By onflateng reserves, any enterprise can be made to look 

poor At Starbstromaniagenbau. the opening balance 
sheet ended up im the red. According to FRG laws. the 
enterprise would have been a case for the bankruptcy 

cour 

None months later. a few days after the sale to Seemens 

the mesk load shrank muraculously In the draft tas 

balance. the reserves were reduced by nearly SO percent 
The largest stem. DM81.8 millon for the allegedly bos 

market. had melted down to 25 percent 

The tax balance no tlonger had an impact upon the 
purchase price A valuation after the fact had not been 

arranged for with the Trust Agency. The contract clause 
for thes purpose. long a standard im Berlin. was gener- 
ously omutted on the Siemens case 

There was apparently no end to concessions on the part 

of the Trust Agency people Siemens « exempt from 
product warranties, possible damage claims, and con- 

tract penaltees which were mandatory in GDR days. For 
custing monecy-losing contracts the Trust Agency takes 
up the slack 

For parts of the operation which the contract calls 
marginal activitees, the Trust Agency will pay for the 
losses Over the neat few years. Should Siemens be unable 
to sell those subsidiaries within the next two years the 
Trust Agency will buy them back—“to include all debts 
and risks” 

The rules for financing old agricultural debts are partic- 
ularly opulent. There « one clear<ut principle The 
greater the costs. the smaller the Siemens share 
“Eapenses on excess of IYM20 million.” reads the con- 
tract. “are borne by the seller exclusively” The Trust 
Agency assumes responsibility for things that defy calcu- 
lation. Semolarly luxwrous contracts were written for all 
Siemens acquisitions. “The pattern us the same every- 
where” says a Berlin Seemens emplovee 

insiders of the Berlin Trust Agency are mainly dumb- 
founded by the unlimited hability of the state The 

“cerling principle” demanded by Bonn’s Ministry of 

Finance. whereby the Trust Agency 1s to acoept omitted 
resks wherever possibic, was thoroughly crcumbented in 

the Secmens case. “*ss 2 management consultant 
working for the Trust Agency: “I would not have been 
permitted to make that kind of a contract ~ 

Ssemens sustifics the large state subadics by referring to 
the “hardly sccurc salcs situation” om the cast. and claums 

to sce “oomsdcrablc risks” particularly eth Siarkstrom- 
Anilagenbau The corporation considers the production 

of the DM openmg balance sheet and us audu by the 

K'stt; to be “entirely normal procedures ~ 

Thes type of conduct too « apparently sanctioned by the 

exalted words from the board room. “In vice of the 
national missson. pronounces mooming Suctacns boss 
von Prerer om talkong to the politwcians, “the market 

coonomys theng must not be overdone ~ 

* Reply About Purchase 

VICE OSES R VUunah SUEDDECTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in (ooman 18 Jun Vl p o3 

{Article by stm: “Sremens Rejects Charges. Hernnch von 
Prerer “Purchase Prices wn East Completely Irrcievent | 

[Text] The chawman of Siemens has rejected as beng 
totally groundicss accusations that Siemens had 
“bought” for iscit conmudcrablc advantages im its com- 
mitments om the new federal lacnder by way of low 

acquisition costs and “luxury contracts ~ He states that 
unhke other major corporations, Siemens had carly on 

made cflorts on behalf of the revival of the former GDR 
and that by now ot employs more that 20.000 people m 

1S companecs there. A secure job 1s the thing that the 
people om the cast are real!y enterested mm. sand von Prerer 

Purchase prices—wshose exact amounts he allegedly 1s 
not even familar with—are “completely urelevant” om 

takeovers om the former GDR. Grester consderatron 
must be given to the risks to be incurred by western 
enterprises im the cast. The news magazine DER 
SPIEGEL has accused the Munich corporation of having 
used “every trick at its command” to obtain ndiculous 

purchase proces from the Trust Agency and to have 

passed the risk on to the taxpayer This was untruc. sand 
Sremens boss Kaske's designated successor 

No Repair Shop 

While om the takeover contracts Siemens had specified 

that the corperation would assume responsibility for old 

dem on the former GDR enterprises only up to a certam 

amount. “thes os the practice all over the world.” sand 
von Prerer The purchaser 1s never obligated to assume 
calculable risks arnung from past failures Sand the 
Siemens manager “We are not about to become the 

repair shop for the cast” In addition, he emphasized 

that the Munich corporation had not received any sub- 

sidves for rts takcover of the 1S enterprises as had been 
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the «ase tor the takeover and rehabilitation of che Zcrss 

Works, “we would be gctiing about DM? billon trom 
the Trust Agency ~ 

Also. the Trust Agency had agreed to shere the risk tor 

only “a certam penod of time” Aficr that. Socmens 

would bear sole responsibility. Von Prerer also indicated 
that “without that ruling. we would not have taken these 
COMPanecs over ~ 

He contenucd that be considered these critecrams to be 

unyustified. particularly m vicw of Sicmens cxtensive 

and promrsing commitments. In its actions. he declared 
that Secmnens had not acted out of coonomec sclt-imtcrest 

bul “en ts special responsibility as Crermany 's scoond 
largest ondusinal enterprise” About DM400) millon 

cach would be mnvested m the ncw lacnder thes vcar and 
neat. The Seomens bottom linc for thes vcar would be 

mvested on the new federal lacndecr thes vear and new 

The Secmens bottom lence for thes vear would be reduced 
by a “nene-figure ameunt™ and profitability im the cast 

vas not lkely to occur for another three vcars at the 

cares’. Sard the Seemens chairman: “Thes 1s clear cvs 

dence that we do not have any gct-rich-quick schemes mm 

the cast.” For the current fiscal vear he capects m the 
former GDR sales amounting to DMI& bilhon and 
contract revenucs of DM 4 billion In fiscal 199192). he 
contenued, he cxupects sales of DM4 5 billron on the new 

lacender and contracts worth DMS bullion 

Basically von Prerer considers the commiuiment on the 
new tederal lacndecr to be promising He figures that tor 
the long term Seemens would attain market shares on all 
operatrons areas on the former GDR which the corpora 
tron now has on the old Federal Republx 

Pillar of Sappert for the Region 

Von Prerer demonstrated the significance a mayor cor 
poration the Seemens could have for an entore region 

with the cxaample of Seemens in Hesse In that tedera! 

land. the enterprise has about DM4 7 billion on sales 
more that 10) percent of the entire domestic sales om the 

“old” Federal Republic In Hesse the corporation 

employs 16.000 persons and pays about DM! billhon om 

salaries and wages 

* 1 tilities Fight Takeover by ‘Power Giants 

Vite OS584 Hambure DER SPIEGEL on German 
24 Jun 91 pp S084 

[tl natirrbuted article “Contracts mm the Twrhght Zone 

m Eastern Germany Local Governments and West 

(rerman Concerns Fight for Control of Public U telitees | 

[Tesi] The headquarters of the Rostock Municipal 

Power Co does not look particularly luwunouws I ms a 

sorry tooking barracks-style burkding far from the center 
of town onside which the office of the company's actong 
general manager. Hans-Joerg Schelga. 4). 1 located 

i.) RMEANY ” 

There os a far more representative buslding only a fcw 

kilometers aways on the heart of the city. the hcadquaricrs 
of the former Rostock cncrgy combine which Pas 

changed ts name to Hanscatic Encrey Co. (Hevag) li ns 

headed ty Helmut Lechicin, 46. the local viceroy of 
Preussag Elektra Co. (Preag). the giant west Gecrman 
powcr companys 

Lechliem, a Wessi, 1s om charge of a whole empire of 
power plants and cable lines along the coast of Mecklen- 

burg. although Preag docs not own as much a 4 singic 

wall plug of the cast German company. Schelga. an (ss: 
nom charge of only a dozen antiquated heating plants 

and 170 km of worn-out remote beat mains although the 

cuy has granted the municipal powcr company «olc 
concessionary nghts to supply Rostock with energy 

The two managers are facing off on an all-Cserman poker 

game At stake are power and bilhons of Ceerman marks 

[DM]. From Rostock to Lewpzig and from Erfurt to 
( otthus the battle has been pouned to determine who well 

provide the 16 mullon new cotizens of the FRO: wath 

clectrn power. gas. and heat and who will care some 

1YMlS ballon cach vear on clectrn power alone 

It os a battle between David (cast) and Gohath (west) 

The west German power giants which alroady assured 
themscives of a takeover of the cast German power 

plants by concluding an agreement eith the then cast 

(serman government last swmmer would lhe to assume 

control of the entire energy business mm casiern Crct- 
many—which would constitute the deal of the century 

bast German cities, which would tke to establish decen 
trahized energs systems adapted to local needs and use 
these clectrnc power, gas. and heat actworks as a source 

of local revenue (as western German cris do) arc 
fightong Pack against the takcover attempts by the power 

industry giants. A number of crises have estaished then 
own muncrpal utilities and. of late, have rot shunned 

gorng to court om trying to hold on to them 

More than 70 crtees are already about to bring sunt With 

every passing day more cities are pornmng these actions as 
co-plamttts, The battle over control of the cast Grerman 

energs systems may well trigect a huge wave of court 

can’s 

Thus tar. the decrsons regarding the energy plants estab 

leshed by the crtres are berng taken at a higher level. the 

city mavors have no say om the matter 

Rostock and many other cz 4 German municipalities 

have been fighteng for months to have the turbines and 
transformer statrons located within thee city bemets 

turned over to them. The 1S former state-owned com 

tines whech have sence been converted into stock com 

panies, and still belong to the Trust Agency. did not even 
provede access to thew archives which would have 

helped the city admunrstrators determine the actual 

valuc of thes former property 
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The Trust Agencs which 1s responsible to the Finance 

Ministry in Bonn has also turned a deaf car to these 
demands. The hundreds of rogucsts by cast German 
municipalities for the return of clectrnc power plants and 
gas works scized years ago by the former SED [Social 
Unny Party of Germany| regime have simply gonc 

unanswered. Imstcad. the agency has been putting west 
Gserman companoecs in charec cverywhere as carctakers 

“They grab a hold of things and take them all.” Schelga 
complains. “They mean to freeze us out” Rostocks 
Hevag has at least come forward with a proposal for 
cooperation. Elsewhere. locks are being pried open. 
urgentlh needed cables are not being land. and the util- 
ties threaten to make no more imvesiments or to shut 
down clectrnc power and heat. “They act lhe the mafia.” 

says Helmut Escker. 45. of Energee Kommunal. a Wics- 

baden activist group which advises a large number of 
cast German Cities on energy, rssucs 

Mayors from the Neuruppin area report that they were 
asked to sign Concession agreements “in semidarkness” 
and “as if on the assembly line” with regronal companies 

operating in thes region which would have allowed them 

only one-half of the 10 to 18 percent revenue moome 

customarily granted to communities im the western part 
of the country. C ommunity leaders who refused to sen 

were subsegucntls subjected to violent threats 

In the industrial town of Spremberg in lower Lusatia the 
mayor even appealed to the state prosecutor The mayor 
suspects that representatives of Spree-Schwarze-E ister 
Co. (Essag) from Cottbus (which 1s controtied by Rheim- 
wch-Westtachsches Elckinzitactswerk [RWE] Essen) 
smashed the door to a heating plant which supplies a 
residential arca with heat and removed the town 

insignia 

The mayor of Gauestrow in Mecklenburg 1s asked to sign 
a kind of blank check for the mvestments of the energy 

company The mbhabitants of Hfcid im Thuringia are 
inpping over open cable ditches because the power 

company refuses to move the cables om the absence of a 

CONCESHON agreement 

These are the kends of brutal actroms the concerns 
employ to keep the municipalities from taking control of 

the utslities. At the same time. thes are taking preventive 
measures in case ther plans do not bear fru and thes 

are forced ty the courts to return a major part of the 
plants to the crtees 

The possibility carsts because the 146 cast German 
communities whose cnerg, systems were caproprated 
by the GDR could hase then clarm for “transfer without 

cost of. on legal language the restitution of the power 

plants on the cast Ceerman community, property law 

The restrtutvon clams are sizable $ At the tome of cxapro 

priation mm 195) Lewprig’s city power company for 

cxample owned five powcr plants and co-oened another 

two These plants were wtuated on 6! hectares of land 
some of whech presently comsedered Chowne dow ntowan 
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property. “All thes rs worth Dilhons.” says Wolfgang 

Lentz. $2. Lespzig’s city Councillor for public services 

Gauven the extent of mts former holdings. the city of 

Lewpzig would stand to recover 60 percent of the current 

asscts of the Leipzig combine which now gocs by the 
name of Westsacchsiche Encrgsc (Wesag) In accordance 
with the cnergy agreement. however. the city and the 

other communitics in the Lewpzig region are to receive 
only 49 percent of the shares. Lentz views the conversion 
of the contract as “our sccond cxapropriation ~ 

The Leipzig city administration has been trying for 
months to make headway in the difficult negotiating 
process. Other cities such as Schwerm. Potsdam. Cireit- 

swald. Stralsund. and Finstcrwalde have already gone to 
court A protest rally was planned for thes week on Berlin 

“A rebelhon os om the offing.” savs Peter Becker. a 
Marburg attorney who represents a large number of cast 
(serman municipalities 

( ritecs fear that a hestorncal opportunity may be missed 

mn cast Germany as a consegucnce of the single-minded 
actions of the power giants. 1c the opportunity to 

establish a modern clectrcity. gas. and remote heat 
system adapted to local needs out of the rums of the 

antiquated. sofi-coal power plants which are polluting 
the environment. Such a system would employ cncrgy- 

saving technology and would make it possibic to producc 

clectrc power and heat mm a single plant. which 1s one of 
the enviromentally satest ways of providing cneres to the 

conmsumet 

The west German companies do not have any new sdicas 
for the cast. Their mnitial construction contracts called 
tor establishing power lines to transmit energy from west 

to cast. They are also planning to shut down the old 
polluters mm the cast and replace them with giant modern 

power plants to provide power to wide arcas of the 

country Stull. a few additional, medwm-size heating 
plants are to be built. Even a new nuclear power plant in 
the cast 1s under consideration 

The Trust Agency and the big utilities keep tciling the 
cast Geerman municipalities that they have neither 

enough money. nor the capertise to achieve “the 
required results” by relying on thew own city power 

systems. Many of the cites. however, have already 

entered mmto partnerships with west Crerman counter. 

parts. ¢g Lesprg with Saarbruccken. ( otthus with Han- 
nover. and Rostock was only abic to sct up its municipal 

utility company because the city of Bremen came up 
with a check for DM100.000 

Lack of funds « a factor only during the mitial vears of 
operation in western Ceermany municipal utilities carn 

an average of DM100 to DMSO per mmhabutant per year 
which end up mm the city treasury Earnings im casiern 
(sermany should not be much lower after a certam 

period of treme 

The Hannover representatives. for cxampic. figure that 

the city of Leuprag maght be on the black as carly as 19") 
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By the vear 0) the muncupal powcr compan, would 
carn DM46 mulhon im profits and concession feces and 

DMS! milhon 10 vcars after that, These figures are 
based on the propositeon that the city mvests about 

DMI © belhon mm the utelty betecen now and the vcar 
MIO 

West Geerman parincrs are also able to deliver the 

necessary caupertnce Mans publ utslitecs m western 
(seormans have demonstrated for a number of vears how 

much cnergs can be saved by a mn of municipal 

ecncration of clectncity. gas. and heat 

Saarhruccken’s public utility company. for crampic. bas 
the night to cxamene every city buriding permit for ways 

of saveng energs The coy of Frankfurt has ordered the 
construction of small-scale heating plants or so-~<alled 
neighborhood heat riands om ceria business drstricts 
The city of Flensburg has established a far-flung. cost- 
efficrent. remote heateng system throughout the crty 

Piped remote heat offers one of the great opportunities 
m castern Germany Almost one-third of all resedential 

space rs heated by remote heat (as against six percent mm 

the west) But the beat « produced m a mow wasictul 

manner on ancient heateng plants and a bot of 1 4s host in 
the long pupclines 

Frithjyot Spreer. the bead of the Energy Department in 

the Saarland Ministry of Eco nomuece. beheves that of the 

old plants were replaced by modern beating plants close 

to the comsumers the cast German environment “would 
be emproved mnstantancously m wavs that could not be 
achreved om the west m the space of 20 vears ~ 

Such heateng plants are tar more cfficrent than conven. 
tonal power plants. They generate clectricity and semul- 
tancows produce heat which cleewhere escapes through 

the smokestacks and merely heats up the atmosphere 

Provedeng remote heat by coupling the gencration of 
power and heat 1 4 viable optron for a municipality only 

if ot has a utelty company of its own which can supply 

the clectrec power to the consumer and not forced to 
teed that power into the grid of an outside utility at low 
cost. For thew part. the giant power companies arc 
ashing for gencrows delivery guarantees if they are to 
reach agreement with the crtres—which would make 
impossible for the castern municipalities to go through 
with ther cnergy-saving strategies 

In response to a court challenge. for cxrample. Prea, 
promptly offered the town of Stendal a majority share of 

ther pounthy operated utility company But at the same 

time Preag-owned Magdeburg Energy Co (imag) 
demands that Stendal buy 70 percent of its clectrn 
power from the utility giant 

An agreement already drawn up by the city also ran into 

troutic Stendal had wanted to make its utility company 

comply with “ecologically onented interests ~ Emag 

countered hy proposing that that the primary interest of 

the enterprise ought to be “to make a profit” 
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* Young. Qualified Workers Still Moving Vest 

VICE OSS01 Hamture DER SPIEGEL on German 
1” Jun 91 pp 30-42 

{U natirvbuted artucle “19m Cloud Nene £a4sDR Thereat- 

ened hy Aging Population. Easticrn Gecrmams. Partau- 

larly Young People and Qualified Workers. Arc Leaveng 
tor the West on Droves”] 

[Text] Upon reahzing that the sttuatlbon was pctiong 
“more and more difficult” Renee Touflamt (29) of 
Rostock decided to leave Lackong funds the Ares 
Outpatient Clin. where be was workong had term- 

nated his employ ment 

The medical doctor decsuded to try bes tock om the west 
“Because with 880 German marks [IDDM] mm unemploy- 

ment benefits” Touwffarnt says “at would have been 
impossblc for mec to support my tame ~ 

In May. the doctor found a ncw sob m Schicwwe- 
Holstern, at a chon m Bad Bramstedt: and «= now 
carning tence as much as bes cofleagucs m the former 
GDR. Last week, bes wife Kersten and daughtcr Michetile 
yorned him. “Right now ~ says Towflarnt. “we feel as of 
we are on cloud nine ~ 

As they did before the turnabout thowsands of “terns 

jeasiern Crcrmans] are looking to the west for the techong 
of berng alive. The Federal Labor Agency mm Nuremberg 
estimates that. thes vear alone, [UR (HH) more castern 
(sermans are gorng to porn the well over SOLU eho 

came to the FRG during the pernod between the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and reunification In addition to these 
migrants. there are currentlh more than 40.000) com. 

muters who live mm the cast. but work om the west, Each 
day. hundreds of busses crows the former intra rorman 
border. carrying workers from Magdeburg to Salvgrtter 
or from Thuringia’s limenau to Frankfurt 

Migration researchers of the Berlin Instrtute for Social 
Studies expect thes “wanderiust” to continue at least 

until the mid-1 99's For weeks, Brandenburg’s Labor 

Minister Regine Hildebrandt (SPD [Social Democratn 
Party ]) has been warning of entire regroms “Mecding to 

death © 

However, “those who want to leave. leave says Ther- 
igian Social Minister Hans-Henning Axtheim (CD 
[Christian Democrat Unon)). 49. with resgnaton 
“there 1s notheng we can do with politics ~~ Last vear, the 

population of hes federal land shrank by almost 44.000 

people as a result of migration In Savony. some 10.0000 
a month move to the west A genuine mass crodus 6 

taking place mm towns such as Zittau, mm the most remote 
corner of castern Crermany 

Especially the young want to leave—cvers scoond 
mogrant 1s under the age of Mi—and shilled workers 
Some 7S percent of the mngrants are skilled workers 
doctors and enginecrs as well are attracted to the former 
FRG “Entire specialities are leaving” saves Jochen 
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Feremgn Ministry: Easing Iragi Embargo Favored 

il OS 1491990) Parcs AFP om Emeieeh 1256 OM 
a Mn!) © 

[Teat) Pars. Joly 24 (APP)—France favours casing the 
{ N embargo agamnst Irag m order to umprove ining 
condioms among is peopic. on condition thal any 

cxcepthioms to the embargo bce monitored. the Foreign 
Minrstr, announced here ¥ ednesday 

Foregn Moenestry Spokesman Maurine Courdault- 

Montagne sand amy cxuception to the embargo must be 
accompanied ty “verification of the spustification for the 

regucs sect forth. and fy monitoring of the transi of the 
goods mm gucston to ther destination ~ On these cond- 

thom. he sand. France would back “any measure which 
could mutigate the difficultues which the Iraq: people are 

cupenenciag 

Speaking shorth before a mecting mm New York of the 
LN. sanctions commutice to discuss a possible casing of 

the embargo agarnst Irag. Mr Crourdault-Montagne sand 
‘The bases for owr actron 1s a concern that all of the UN 
resolutions he apphed © 

He sand the French position armed to reconcile the need 

to apply the resolutions “with another need. namely that 
of not penalizing the Iraq: people ~ 

In a recent letter to the LN.) sanctions commitec. Irag 

reguesied permission to caport 2 6 dillon dollars worth 
of onl to bus food ana medicine im order to prevent what 

it termed a pending catastrophe 

Court To Decide on Fate of BCC! Branch 

it 290714449] Paris AFP in English 
I4I19GMT O38 Jul 9 

[Text] Pare. July 23 (APP —A Paris commercial court 
on Tuesday [23 July] appomted a commissioner to 
examine the state of the French subsidiary of the scan- 
dal-hut Bank of Cred and Commerce International 
(BCC 1). and gave him sia months to complete his task 
The court will decsde on January 23 whether the bank 
should be wound up. placed im the hands of a court- 

appointed administrator. or offered to sale to a potential 
buver 

The French banking commission suspended the French 
operation of the BCC] on July $ along with several other 
central banks led by the Bank of England which sand 1 
had evidence of widespread fraud. The BCCI has also 
been implicated mm drug money laundering and 1s cst- 
mated to have losses of up to four dillon dollars 

The Bank of France took action to lymit the BCCT's 
activities on France om January. and thes was as far as i 

could go alone. a semor Bank official sand in an interview 
published Tucsday 

“We took the decrsron to bar the French subsidiary of the 
BCC] from developing its activities and receiving new 
deposits from residents or contracting new loans on the 
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micrnatonal market. Bank of France first deputy gov- 

ernor Pheloppe Lagayctic sand 

The BCC! had been placed under surnvciilance ty the 
French banking commresson. which regulates banking 
actes stees om France. sence January because «t was felt that 
ft had mmsufficocnt funds and “the opcratvon of thes hank 

“as open to critacrsm.” he added The was “the mas- 

mum that the hanking commission could do on its 

own Mr Lagavctic sand 

Mr Lagavette stressed that the actnites of BCC 1-Parrs 

represented only two per cent of the BOCTs total oper- 

atoms 

Ne More Nuclear Tests in Merurea This Year 

i e077 9808) Pans APP om Enelish 
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[Text] Pares. July 23) AF P}—France will not conduct any 
more nucicar tests thes vear at rts South Pacific atoll of 

Mururoa. the French sceretary of state for foreign affairs 
sand here Tuesday [23 July} 

Alam Viseen told pournalrsts a test conducted on July 15 

at the atoll on French Pol. nessa would be the last one thes 

vear It was the sath test of 199! and France last vear 

decided to reduce the annual number of tests from cight 
to sh 

Mr Viveen. pust back from an Asia-Pacific tour. sand he 

had officially communnated the decision to the Austra- 
han Government He sand that while the Austrahan 

media remained hostile to the French nuciear tests. the 
government had rarsed the matter only in an “inciden- 
tal way 

Defense Minister Jove on French Intelligence 

PUCSOCUR 1091 Parts DEFENSE NATIONALE 
im Br rr a Jul y/ pp y bd | 

[Text of speech by French Defense Minister Prerre Jove 
to Higher National Defense Studies Institute on 6 May 
“Defense and Intelligence] 

[Teat) Why Intelligence’ 

Military entethgence vs traditionally a special tool for the 

understanding of the international balance of forces. the 
prediction of conflicts. and the conduct of wars. In the 

defense sphere it 1s the perfect dlustration of the mstru- 

ment of knowledge which. to cite Auguste Comte, 

enables us to “know on order to predict in order to act.” 
| would add: in order to act if necessary 

lam convinced that intelligence 1s a branch of the armed 
forces mm the noblest sense of the term. It does not 

currently have the status that corresponds to that quality 

1 wntend to fully confer on a that status. Thes decrsion 

corresponds to three series of considerations on which | 

would hke to expand tor a while 
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Furst. there are recent cvents: The lessons of the war 
against Irag prompt us to more clearly define the nceds 
and a doctrine. scoond. there ss the analyses of the 

management of modern conflicts and the ncw stratcgx 
contest: It shows that mitcihgence ss a partecularly ncc- 

essary tool well surted to the constramts, whech states 
must now face Final. an observatvon on the special 
situation of mtcihgence m France A new policy should 
respond to the specific problems of organization and 
management now presenicd by the micthgence appa- 
ratus 

From the Gulf war, we must icarn about the wcakncesecs 
nt revealed and the promurscs 1 brings. It os a strange war 
whose lessons are not without moonsstences m the 

imicthgence sphere’ Each stage of the conflict. which 
could to some extent be predicted by the political decs- 

sonmakers, Came as a surprise to the camp that should 

have feared u and could have predicted u on 2 August 
1990 and then on !6 January 1991. the crisis. which was 
percenved as a faslure of the Western mtcthgence system 

on 2 August. ended on 28 February with the rehabiinta- 
thon of that system given its role in the final success of 
the military operatrons 

1 thenk that four major lessons should be learned for 

France 

L noertamty om the detection of the signs of the crisis 

The shortcomings mm thrs sphere stem from two things 
the weakness of human resources m the arca and the 

inadequate interpretation of the avaslable information 

Thos shows the emportance that must be atiached to the 
imterpretation of mtcihgence, in addition to the technical 
means of gathering information, and | will return to thes 
subject 

The extreme dependency of our micthgence on Amer- 

xan sources: Ths was flagrant especially im the long 
initial phase A reornentation of our national resources 

made tt possible to reduce that dependency. But the fact 
remans that it was the United States that provided us 
with the bulk of the information necessary for con- 

ducting the conflict when and as it wished 

The weakness of our own intelligence resources im the 
Crulf) With lymited means tt was not possible to ensure 

on thes destant and relatively unknown theater the three 

essential functions of untelligence mm such a situation: the 
information necessary to the interpretation of the main 

events of the crises, the strategec analysis of the situation 
prior to the decrssons to fight, tactical military imtelh- 
gence. Without alled intelligence we were almost blind 

(hur problems im organizing a complete imitcthgence 

system in the field: The estabhstbment of the intelligence 
system necessary to our forces was epread over a seven- 
month period. In the future. u will be appropriate to 
guarantee better integration of this operation im the 
overall operational plan 

However, | will not limit my assessment to critecrsm. The 
deployment om the area of theater and then batticticld 
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equipment. first maim, an cquipmeni and then ground 

equipment. cnaticd us to comsedcrabiy reduce the deopen- 

dence that | mentioned. Thanks mami, to the systems 
embarked on arcraf. to the Morage F-1 cquepment. to 
clectromagactx cguipment. ec were able to partecepaic 
m the crucial phase of gathering theatcr mnticthgence and 

then the tactscal mtcihgence, whach preceded the ground 
assault Moreover. despric the lemits, thes contributron 

tacittated the recognition of our role m that phase and 

the poolng of miormation eth our Amerncan and 

Britesh alles. The other characterssin of thes envessblc 
battle was om fact the begh degree of micgraton of 
channels of gathering and spreading inicthgence among 
the coalition members and the efficiency of thee coor- 
dination with the hattle corps 

I thenk we should extend our conudcration beyond the 

lessons learned from thes war, however My com actron 1s 

that mmicthgence has a truly stratege dimenwon becauw 
of the new nature of the crises to whach modern sates are 

or will be confronted Indeed. we can predict a divers. 

fication of the form of conflcts. which requires an 

m-depth change om the defense system. The Gulf war. a 
long crises and a lighineng battle. was only one crampic 
of that 

First. the prospect of a major confrontation between the 
“Eastern bloc” and the “Western bloc” at conventronal 
and nucicar levels. of a confrontation between armecs 
massed along a border cuttong the European contenent im 
Iwo—a prospect that has more or lew dominated the 
Strategic contest for 40 yvears—seems to be becomeng 
more remote. However, the mam threat has not disap- 

peared. It remains. with the formidable military poten- 

tial marntamned and. in some spheres. modernized by the 
L SSR. But, now that i 6 more remote, 1 requires of us 

a different organization im space and tome. taking 
account of geographical distance. The role of mntcthgence 
will obvwrously be fundamental mm cxplorting thes space 

and tome morgen by diplomacy and strategy 

Second, at a tome when the East-West and European 
contest 1 changing so profoundly. new risks of pro- 
tracted crises On remote or nearer theaters are devel- 
oping. There was already Israci and Palestine. and Leb- 
anon. There will mercasingly be Africa. and perhaps im 
the future Central and Eastern Europe. and the Balkans 

In addition, the current reshaping of international law. 
with the gradual recognition of the nght to humanitanan 
assistance, with the assertion of minorities mghts, 1 
opening up new prospects. With regard to these theaters 

and these hypotheses, powers the France with world 
vocations have special responsibilities. In the growing 

situations halfway between real peace and real war 
between unresolved political conflict and civil war 
armed intervention 1s not desirable: Iniclhgence 1s oty- 
ously a special tool for controtling the crisis and wmpie- 

menting a policy. including prevention 

Third, we must envisage the case in which what 1s called 
the “new world order” fails. Characterized (perhaps 
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teomporanty ") hy the dypiomata and muldan prodom: 

nance of onc of the superpoects and the resteratron of 
the Unned Nations ongmnal prerogatnes « nm also 

charactenved hy the devclopment of regronal ambetroms 

om powcr cenicrs thal are more diapered than thes ecre 

+) vears ago We must contemplatc the mcam of man 

aging open crises tabeng place on distant theaters but 

threatening our natronal micrests and additrenally with 

cvteresve media covetape To avon horng surprrecd fy 

such crscs. to understand th om and. if powillc solve 

them. we must he capablc of apprehending not only the 
vewtic aspects of them. but also the hadden tace (qualets 

of the men. seooret mmicntrom. actworks of weflecnoc) and 

the demenweons that affect crnvehizateon. culturc. and hes 

tory Tam only stresseng the role that mntcihpence should 

play mm such a socnare to emphawre its empertance m 

controtiong the complex: of all aspects of such a orn 

To tace the changcs that | have pos dewrehed the 

micthpence weapon strokes me as partnwlarly gcoewars 

its appropriate to add a ther motive to the pots 

whech | mntend to define and which relates to the char- 

actetrstics of the French mmtcthgence apparates 

The challenge mm our country « perhaps promarils cul 

tural Recheleu had hes “cmemence gree” Fouche and 

Talley rand had thee agents. the Reputin has created rts 

services and departments But the laticr do not have 

technecal resources on the same wale as the t eated 

Mates, nor do they have the very bong tradstsen that the 

micthgence workd enjoys on Bretaen 

In these corcumeances. mtchhgence m sell mot ack 

quatcl: taken imte acocownt m the decrwonmmaking pro 

cows. It must be strengthened « must become natural 

Lnlews t docs. a growing gap could develop betwcen 
mtctingem ¢ and our dctense concept There ma growing 

rsh that we would equip ourseives with sophrtnated 

and powerful weapons, which we could not really ase for 
lack of the necessary clarificatvon of the decrwon to ase 

them Paradowcally, we are now better enformed to fight 

a battle than a theater mancuves and beticr mntermed for 
carrying owt a mancuver than emplementing a poli 

In addition to questions of culture and cquipment. ther 
ms that of admemrstrative orgamizatron As vow know 

military mmicthgence om France « divided mito several 
fragmented baddies with mo sownd teerarchy The orga 
mizatron no longer corresponds to the requirements of 

conVstcncy comprehensivcness and cCommunn ation 
imposed hy modern crises and the tex hnologres 

mvolved Creneral Mermect has heen tasked with a mes 

won to cramene thes subyect | acquarnted myself wrth hes 

mitial concluwenms as seen as | arrived at the defense 

menestry in that menrstry alone— hut the ofecr atron 

could be extended further—the tragmentatron of mole. 

tary mmtcthgence and the lack of coordmation that dam- 

ages the general coherence need to be analy cod 

The € enter for the F aplortation of Moelttary tatctheence 
\< ! RM)  ansectaiic to the armed forces chect of Matt 

but its emall wze has prompted «te heave a good 
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properten of the tasks « ought to carry oul to the 
taneous branches of the armed forces. For metance a 
battle onder would be handled vy CE RM woth regard to 
ts Quantitative aspects, but fy the armed forces mictl- 

gecnce departments eith regard to us qualitative 
aspects—technecal and tactscal aspects 

The Greneral Derectorate for External Scourity 1s directly 
attached to the menetict, With a staff encloding a comud 
ctaWc properten of multtary persomncl!. a dcak with 

mtcthgeme gathering from scoret sowries both fy toch. 

mcal means iclkctromagnctsc mt-thgence) and from 
human sources. Technecal sowrces, a large proportion of 

ehach are alkxcated to melttary emtcthgence. chp pri- 
onty m the plan to strengthen thes servece ul its 

imtcthpence miswon, as ms known. gocs tar beovond post 

melitary omtcthgenoe 

The derectorate for the protectson of defomec sccurts 

whah also comes under the menrstct. 1 avarlablc to the 
different cchctons of command. In particular ft monitors 

the arms markets and transiers of technology om haron 
with the other serves 

The general delegation for armaments plays a leading 

role on the cv aluaton of threats caused by screntifin and 

tochmcal progress and om the diffusson of thes mtorma- 

thon. | stress the role of thes cvaluatoon that must be 
carned out mm conpucton with the operatronal services 

whech wee ot ft es the precondrteon for the planning of our 
own defense tool 

Let ws not forget the role plaved by the delegation tor 

peneral studies mm cxameneng future prospects—the, | 
thenk. completes the lest of the serveces concerned 

Thes fragmentation. to se cak only of the services that 
come wader the defense m.orstry. has hitherto made 

difficult to draw up a planne.t approach on the haws of 

the general gusdclines sect by the government 

That «= one of the mrwons that | mtend to awign 
henceforth to my menmtenal department to atiamn the 
otmyective, whech | thenk stands out clearly from the 

preceding analyses: Graveng entctigence the satus of a 
branch of the armed forces 

(ving batetligence the States of 2 Branch of the \rmed 
berces 

Thes ambetron 1s based on the sdea that rntclligence 1s an 

mstrument om the survival, enfluence. strength. and 
coherence of detense. | will draw my cxamples from our 

two mann traditional alhes—Britamn and the t nrted 
States 

\n oestrement of survival Dureng World War Il. the 
Rritesh rested the Nazi threat and the Pact of Sicet 
succesfully as vou know. b motbelzeng almost 10010 

poole mente the mntchhgence sery nce 

An mtrument of influence In Bretam. recourse to 
mtcthgence cnabled that mariteme power to gain a foot. 
hold on the comtenent and. wethout herng atic to stay 
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there on a lasting basis. enabled 1 to oppose the emer- 

gence of a dominant power there over several centuries. 
The scale and quality of its intelligence enabled ui to 

succeed. Today. as before. a Britssh diplomat or aca- 

demic 1s certainly not reluctant to follow part of his 
Career in naclhgence 

An instrument of strength: The American example ts in 

¢-erybody's mind. The large-scale resources on land and 
sea, in the air and especially in space. used to ensure the 

gathering. interpretation, and exploitation of intelligence 

at all levels of the crisis, played a fundamental part in the 
success of the Gulf war 

An instrument of coherence: The precise technology of 
modern weapons must have a corresponding precision in 

intelligence. The most efficient weapon systems require 

a real logistical flow of information from which they 
must be able to benefit in real time. This task 1s deci- 
sively guaranteed by the complex structures of the infor- 

mation. communications, cartography, and navigation 

systems now vital to modern wartare. This cannot be 

guaraniced without an efficient and comprehensive 
organization of the gathering. exploitation, and diffusion 
of data. This intelligence strikes me as presenting the 
main characteristics and qualities proper to a branch of 

the armed forces serving the other branches and cooper- 

ating with them. What would its main traits be? Its 
missions must be defined, 1 must be equipped with 
suitable equipment and recognized staff to build an 
appropriate organization 

The Missions 

In the first analysis, we can distinguish four priorities 

The integration of intelligence im the decisionmaking 
processes: The aim 1s to promote in the state an aptitude 
for taking account of the intelligence dimension as a 
normal, vital, and permanent component of any thinking 

and action. This gradual cultural integration of intelli 
gence depends primarily on organizational measures 

The promotion of a joint forces dimension to defense: 
Intelligence must be the instrument par excellence of 
breaking down divisions and ensuring that all the dif- 
ferent aspects of our defense are taken into account. This 

must be taken into account in organization and training 

The permanence of intelligence cover: This has been 
lacking: to fulfil this objective, which 1s vital to our 

security, we must develop human resources and cquip- 
ment, and | will come back to thus. 

Early surveillance of crisis or danger zones: Effective 
intelligence 1s based largely on a constantly updated 
definition of the centers where our interests are at stake 

and on an analysis of the development of threats 

I mentioned the geostrategic changes in Europe 
Although the threat from the Soviet Union seems to have 
waned for the time being, 1 has primarily changed in 
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form and has become less predictable and more com- 

pilex. Other questions are nuw central to our concerns: If 
the USSR changes in form and size, what wil! happen to 
its stockpile of nuclear weapons and the concepts gov- 

ermning their use’? What population movements. what 
intercommunity conflicts will be produced by Central 

Europe's political and economic evolution” What knock- 

on effects might a local crisis provoke im this contest al 
regional. European. or world level’ The original logic 
behind the Atlantic Alliance and the Warsaw Pact docs 
not take account of such scenarios. We must now 

envisage them 

In addition, other sources of crisis have emerged or been 
strengthened in the Near East and in Africa. Nuclear. 
ballistic, and chemical proliferation raises serious wor- 

rics in several regions—in the southern Mediterrancan. 
in the Near East. in South Asia, in the Far East 

Finally, what can we say about the lessons of the Gulf 
war, which demonstrated that relatively simple proce- 

dures for strengthening sites. camouflage. and traps. and 
the mobility of systems seriously hampered the task of 

the most sophisticated means of destruction” To sinke 

the targets you wish, you have to know what they are and 

when to strike. In thes respect. the carsting or emerging 

technologies now confer a new role and capability on 

intelligence 

The Technologies 

1 will concentrate on two spheres that undoubtedly 

involve a revolution in the instruments of defense 

The first 1s space. | will have the opportunity to discuss 
this subject at greater iength elsewhere. Its importance 
goes beyond the strict framework of defense, it ts 
national. Failing to develop this capability would affect 

the very status of the nation. It 1s therefore a priority 

As you know, observation satellites are not governed by 
the legal constraints on aircraft overflying countries and 
make it possible to have comprehensive cover in the 
military sphere. They carry out a very complcte set of 

missions: managing the prevention of crises, securing 

prior warning of aggression, monitoring the implemen- 
tation of disarmament treaties and hence making them 
credible. maintaining knowledge of enemy resources. 
gathering strategic and tactical information 

The same reasons that prompted France to equip iiself 

with an autonomous nuclear deterrent must prompt us 
to develop an autonomous space observation capability 

That 1s why | attach great importance to the military 
space plan that covers several years and to the programs 

that it contains. The launch of the Helos program 
decided in 1986 1s part of that effort. However, the 

satellite 1s not a panacea, the laws which govern tts 
movements do not permit us to have permanent intell- 

gence cover. The time taken to gain access to the 
information it can provide can be very long. we must 

strive to shorten it. We also know that satellites and the 
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associated Communications equipment are vulncrabic. 
they must be better protected. 

Despite these handicaps, the satellite 1s still the only 

means of crossing borders in peacetime and bringing 

back. when necessary. the “photographic evidence” 
often deemed vital by the political authorities. 

Reconnarssance satellites, initially optical, then infrared. 
then radar when technology so permits, form a whole. 
But to be consistent and efficient, we must also have in 
future satellites that give us intelligence on clectromag- 
netic signals, on Communications, and on all defense 
systems activity. They wall be added to the networks of 
communications satellites, which already exrst and are to 
be further developed. 

This whole information-gathering network derives its 
importance from the ability to process the information, 
using not only very powerful computer systems but also 
large staffs. experts mn the analysis and interpretation of 
this data—photographs. infrared immages. radar 
images, and clectromagnetic signals. 

Powertul equipment, a large staff whose training will 
take trme—do the prospects opened up seem over- 
whelming, out of the reach of a country like France at a 
tume when few states are not talking about reducing 
spending on armaments’ My answer to this 1s that we are 
in a sphere in which the effort can be shared without 
damaging its productivity for our defense. Space. 
devoted to the prevention of conflicts, the management 
of crises, and the surveillance of disarmament, can 
become a preferential sphere for European cooperation. 
This cooperation has been started with Helios, because 
Italy and Spain are already taking part in that program. 
But we must take an even broader view. Germany and 

Britain obviously have a place in it. Even countries that 
do not or no longer belong to an alliance can join such a 
system: Indeed, they are programs that threaten nobody. 
attack nobody, because their essential aim 1s to maintain 
peace in Europe by prevention and verification. This is a 
“grand design” for France, which serves Europe and 
world peace. 

The second technological sphere that | would like to 
emphasize 1s computer technology for command pur- 

poses—data processing associated with battlefied 
receivers defined in the C31 concept, in other words 
command, communication, control, and intelligence. It 
is by computers that the command can immediately 
integrate knowledge (intelligence), process, choose, and 
coordinate (decisionmaking), and finally strike (destroy ). 
in a high performance technological environment (com- 
puterized communications). The Gulf war has just dem- 
onstrated the stunning results obtained by this concept 
implemented in a totally integrated armed forces 
maneuver 

In thes respect, the computer war games currently used 

by the Americans, are a computer-based revival of the 
famous Prussian “Kriegspicle™ in the mid-19th century 

(ur general staffs and our military academies will have 
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10 rapidly integrate this technical dimension into deci- 

sionmaking and training. After the necessary incursion 

into modern technologies, this remark prompts me to 

talk to you about the personnel involved in the intelli- 
gence branch of the armed forces. 

The Men 

A nation and its defense are primarily a sum of wills. 
Fascination with technology must not distract us from 
human resources, without which the very foundation of 
this branch of the armed forces would be neglected. 

Do we need to reaffirm here that the sources of intelli- 
gence are primanly human” To evaluate closely the 
enemy's intentions, we must have reliable agents im the 
most sensitive zones: Not for aggressive purposes but to 

know, in other words to read, see. and understand by all 

available means. This 1s the role of the DGSE [General 
Directorate for External Security}—the unofficial gath- 
ering of information. In this attempt, “open” informa- 
tron has a part to play: We must make no mistake, when 
well explored, n 1s often this open information that 
provides the bulk of the documentation, the basis for 
consideration 

The new attention to personnel depends on carcer 
enhancement for those serving in intelligence. This pre- 
supposes a dynamic management team attracting the 

highly qualified experts required by the different disci- 
plines and a rational approach to joint armed forces jobs 
linked to intelligence functions. This also means satis- 
fying the requirements for high-level posts notably for 
the analysis and exploitation of information. Vocations 
will emerge if this ambitious concept of intelligence ts 
developed. 

With a view to this, | have given directives to the 
military intelligence committee that was recently reacti- 
vated to study the current situation of career manage- 
ment and to make proposals to me as soon as possibic. 
These instructions are in keeping with the guidciines laid 
down by the prime minister a few months ago im the 
interministerial intelligence commitice. 

1 also pay personal attention to the necessary efforts in 

the sphere of training. | briefly referred to that just now. 
There 1s already an intelligence school, intended to serve 
all branches of the armed forces—the Joimt Armed 
Forces Intelligence and Language School—in Stras- 
bourg. which groups bodies that formerly participated in 
the training of officers in the intelligence sphere. It must 
be given its real yomnt armed forces dimension. We must 
also encourage the linguistic effort 1 1s making—vital to 
the foundation of our services. More generally. there 1s 
probably room for consideration of the appropriateness 

of creating a specific traming institute for high-level 
intelligence cadres 

All these projects presuppose a mayor financial effort 
Choices will have to be made and the complementarity 

of intelligence tools encouraged 
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Setting up this branch of the armed services certainly has 
consequences for the organization of the services. We are 
currently considering that. In particular we are won- 

dering about setting up. at the defense ministry, a central 
body bringing together all the existing competence in the 
military intelligence sphere 

Military intelligence. in its technological. space. and 
human dimensions, must be regarded as a major com- 

ponent of our defense system alongside—and serving— 
nuclear deterrence on the one hand. and the conven- 
tional forces, including our capabilities for action inside 
and outside Europe. 
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| wanted to convey to you these ambitions for intelli- 

gence that will have to be maintained for the coming 10 

or 15 years to produce significant effects. This cffor will 
prevent us from imperceptibly losing our autonomy in 

assessing the world around us. Indeed. what 1s the point 

of having a big stick if you are blind? We cannot resign 

ourselves to a gradual weakening of our defense system 
Without the effort | am proposing to you today. we 
would quickly see that the way would be open for the 

unilateral disarmament of our country. | am convinced 

that has an essential role to play im the world’s 

development, it must be given the means of domng that 

for the coming generation 
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President, Premier Return From Mexico Summit 

LD2307193591 Lishon Radi Renascenca in Portuguese 
to Europe 1800 GMI 23 Jul 91 

[Teat] President Mano Soares returned todiy from 
Meaico. where he attended the Ibero-Amencan Summit 
with Prime Minister Cavaco Silva. Maro Soares 

described the mecting as a histone occasion, which 
consolidated the solidarity between Latin Amencan 

countries and Portugal and Spain. With regard to the 
next Ibero-American summit, to be held in Spain in 

1992. Mano Soares said that the conditions exrst for 
Portugal to aticnd 

Reportage on Summit 
M440 S89] 

For reportage on the visit by President Mano Soares and 
Prime Minister Anibal Cavaco Silva to Guadalajara. 

Mexico to attend the first Ibero-Amencan Summit. 
imcluding reports on their talks with Mexican President 
Carlos Saimas. please see the International Affairs sec- 

thon of the 18 ‘uly Latin America DAILY REPORT and 
subsequent rssucs 

* Preliminary Results of 1991 Census Noted 

* Older Population 

VIESOQGONM Lishon EXVPRESSO in Portucuew 

22 Jun YI pA 

[Orlando Raimundo article: “Census Shows Portugal Is 
Aging | 

[Text] There 1s no longer room for doult about the 
progressive aging of the population, according to the first 
estimates based on the provisional results of the 1991 

census. This can immediately be concluded from the 

preliminary data. although the figures are not definitive 
because the figures for the age groups have not yet been 
checked 

Also. it 1s the women of Portugal who represent an ever 
larger part of the oldest population group. An estimate 

based on the 1991 census indicates that the average 
hifespan for women 1s now 77.6 years, while that for men 

ss only 70.7 years. In other words, as life expectancy 

lengthens in Portuguese society. the span between the 

survival capacity of one member of cach couple and the 
other 1s widening 

The estemates based on the preliminary results of the 
1991 census announced in Oporto this week mndicate. 

morcover, that the Portuguese population has aircady 
surpassed the 10 million mark by 300,000 persons 

The F uropean Refuge 

The figures have been made available. The people of 

Portugal will have to learn im the coming years to live 
with a new and powerful “establishment.” previously 

thought of as typically Brittsh—old ladies 
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It was previously thought that the ercater longevily of 
women was duc to social factors. The phenomenon was 

explained in terms of the fact that men divorce. drunk. 

smoke. and work more. “Today. now thal a certam 

equality on social behavior has been established. we are 
beginning to believe in reasons of a brologecal nature.” 
says Prof, Manuc! Nazareth. who 1s responsible for the 
estimates and analysis of the 1991 census results 

The longevity of women. who usually survive thei 
husbands. will icad to problems. beginning with rsolation 
and loneliness. in the future 

The aging of Portuguese society may be further aggra- 
vated by secondary factors. according to the experts at 
the Nat..nal Statestecs Instutute (INE) The departure of 

active male workers. drawn by opportuntics im other 
countnes, balanced by cmigrants who return to the 
fatherland to enjoy them retirement in peace. constitutes 

the lesser danger. The most worrisome possibility 1s that 
Portugal may become a vast refuge for Europe after the 
Community frontiers are climinated. “Because we are 

one of the so-called civilizations om the sun.” Manuel 

Nazareth predicts, “we are on danger of having all of the 
old people from the EEC here. enyoying them penssons 
from their own countries ~ 

4 Vast Metropolis 

Morcover. on the basis of the population movement m 

the country on the past decade. the process of concentra- 

tion on the coast, although 1 continucs. 1s on the decline 

Despric the fact that 70 percent of the Portuguese 

population 1s concentrated in the two traditionally most 
populous regrons—the North and the Lisbon-T agus Val- 
ley—Portugal 1s losing its macrocephali characteristics 
The idea that Lisbon and porto are the basi centers. 
while the rest of the territory s “countryside.” 1s out- 

dated. The two great population concentrations. with 
space between them. are giving way to a continuous 
populated arca 

(ine possible interpretation of the results already sug- 
gcsts the outline of a vast strip reaching from Sctuhal to 

Braga along the coast—a kind of great city. clearly 
differentiated from the rest of the country 

Three-quarters of the population of Portugal lives on thes 

vast metropolis. along a cormdor 100 km wide that 

covers almost half of our territory Apart from Lisbon 
and Oporto. other important “districts” are developing 

Braga. Sctubal. Grurmaracs. Santarem. Leina. ( oombra. 
and Aveiro 

“it should not be forgoticn that we are a country that rs 

not even as big as London.” Manuel! Navzarcth warns 

The professor believes that these indications show that 

we are mn the midst of the process of transition from the 

secondary to the tertiary sector Because that 1s the case, 

Portugal 1s beginning to change ito a society that 
provides services, wherein nvalry and competition wall 
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tend to merease “A citizen living within a dense nect- 
work has a greater opportunity to benefit from “interfac- 

ing. to keep active. and to avon loneliness.” Manuel 
Nazareth notes 

Alentejo's Future 

The prelomenary data on the 1991 census contam maiec- 
nal tor politecal contemplation. both by the government 

and by the partics mm the opposition. There are several 

regions of the country that have a coastal areca and an 

micrior The traditonal division of the territory mito 

three zones—North. Center, and South—1s not only 

dangcrous now. bul maccuratc as well 

It eS mecessary to rethenk the entire regional stratcgy 

‘We must abandon the myth that Portugal must be a 

homogeneous country with a population distributed 
throughout the nathonal territory, in balanced fashion.” 
Manuel! Nazarcth commented 

As a Counterpart to the “bug city.” there are signs of the 

devclopment © greater homogeneity in the so-called 
micror from Alentcyo to Tras-os-Montes. There are 

now clear undecatoons that rt 1s not the establishment of 

mmdustrial centers that leads to population concentration 

There are some pertinent questions. How can the drsin- 

bution of equipment be justly balanced with the needs of 

the people” 

The derector of the Demographic Studies Office (GED) 
at the INE beleves that there are cites on the mtenor, 
such as Cuarda. Viseu. and Casiclo Branco, that will 

tend to grow. drawing people m trom the rural space 
surrounding them 

(ine of the most complicated problems will certainly be 

tha*® in the Alenteyo region. where only the coastal area 
shows visible sagns of growth “Alentejo rs the strategic 

reserve tor the 2 ist century.” Manuel Nazareth says. “lt 
1s a regen that clearly has the potential for becoming a 

service society. onented toward exploration of the sport 
of hunting. whech 1s not compatible with the cxrstence of 

a dense population” The professor knows that this 
Statement 1 a polerme one Even so. he mmsists upon i 

noting that hunting is the scoond-largest source of for- 

cen cxchange on Spann. Agriculture should be reserved 
he Heleves. for t' rones surted to 1 

Fathers as t mplovers 

The era of the “tather-cmplover’ —the parent who uses 
the labor force of hes children to swell the meager family 
budget. forceng the children to leave school before they 

have learned to read and write—has ended in Portugal 

Thes conclusson. established by the demographic experts 
6s based on the prelomenary results of the 1991 census 

whn h “were res caled mt porto this week 

\ ( hanging ( ountrs 

The cowntry to which we were accustiomed—a North 

with a very hogh fertelety rate. whech was viewed as a kind 
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of national demographic reserve—has changed draste- 

cally. In the light of the data that have now come to light 

(with 1.5 children per mother). Portugal 1s now onc of 
the countnes in the EC with the lowest fertility rates. The 

rates are lower only in Italy and Spain (with | 4) whik 
the figure for the new unified Germany rs unknown 

The dechnmz om the average family size has spread 
throughout Portugucse society. with a drop trom 4.4 to 
3.1 undividuals in the last decade. The sharpest decline 

to be seen on the North. with a reduction trom 35 to 34 

persons. The slowing of the rate of growth seems to hx 
explained by the decline not only im the natural mcrease 

but also by that in the volume of returning emigrants 

which has been much lower than capectcd 

This phenomenon can be explained by the change in the 

code of values. Children. who were once wanted as an 

asset from which profit could be obtained. have come to 

be avoided because of the additonal and worrmsome 
economic cost. Whereas children were traditronalls 

forced to embark upon active lite when they reached 

puberty. they have ceased. in the vast Portuguese rural 

areca. to be working colicagucs and havc become indi id- 
uals who share their lersure tome with their parents 

Child Quantity or Quality’ 

The loss of parental authority resulting trom thes devel- 

opment has created another type of difficulty leading to 

greaicr resistance io having numecrous progeny Parallc! 
with thes, Portuguese society al present imposes financial 

and social penalties on those who choose motherhood 
and fatherhood im addition to their employment 

“Today there are greater difficulties, and more atiention 
to children 1s needed. The quantity of children has 

ceased to have valuc. and 11 1s quality children that are of 
interest to us today.” the director of the Demographn 

Studies Office of the INE comments 

For all these reasons. the people of Portugal today seem 
more concerned with ther personal achievement. with 

more mtimate and egotistical scit-contemplation. than 

with an cffort to make a contribution. in the “patriots 

fashion of the New State cra. to population growth 

“New life 1s created only when i makes some sense 

When we destroy an old order without defining what the 
ensuing new order 1s. we pave the way toward regres 

sion.” Manuel Nazareth comments 

The fact that family policy has been defined as the top 

priority for the EEC will force the political authorities to 
find beticr ways. in the coming years. of reconciling 
labor tume with family time One cxampiec is provided hy 

Sweden (where such a policy has been pursucd) Today 

Sweden 1s the European country mm which the fertility 
rate 1s the highest and the renewal of the generations the 

most rapid 
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* Low Birthrate 

YVIESOSOLIB Lishon DIARIO DE NOTICIAS 

in Portuguese 20 Jun 91 p 22 

[Excerpt] The current birthrate in Portugal 1s among the 
lowest in the world. and the “blame” fics with the 

“profound change im the value system” This 1s the 
opimon of the director of the Demographic Studies 

Office at the National Statrstics Institute [INE]. Manucl 
Nazareth. who 1s considering ways of “reconciling legit- 
mate individual aspirations with the needs of the col- 

lective” 

With an average of 1.5 children per mother. Portugal 1s 
continuing its “sharp decline” in fertility. which began at 

the end of the 1970's. Thus. the population 1s ceasing to 

renew itself naturally because thal process presumes an 

average of 2.1 children per mother 

The process of decline in the fertility rate began earlier in 
the southern part of the country. this capert says. but has 

now spread to the other regions 

The present situation 1s a part of the “demographi 

positransition” phase into which Portugal has entered 

“We are beginning to see that the decline in the fertility 
rate. independent of the contradictions found among the 
various theories. 1s leading to the development of a new 
system of norms and values.” the director of the Demo- 

graphic Studies Office at the INE says 

The tirst demographic transition appears to be linked to 
such processes as modernization. industrialization 

urbanization. and secularization. and develops in con- 

nection with a “system of values of an altrurstic sort.” 

Profound ( hanges 

The second stage. according to this expert. focuses aticn- 

tion on the profound changes occurring in norms and 

values. leading people toward a “more individualistic 

attihtude ~ 

PORTUGAL 2» 

“Nowadays. 2 large family affects life-style profoundly 

We are seeing the devclopment of a discourse in which 
the dominant clements are personal achievement and 
social advancement.” Manuel Nazareth says. One aspect 

that has impressed the director of the Demographx 
Studies Office at the INE has to do with the speed with 
which the devclopment toward the “demographic pos- 

transition” stage occurred 

In the opimon of Jorge Arroteia. a professor at the 
L niversity of Averro. demographic transitions usually 
occur Slowly. while on Portugal the transition has come 

about within certain contexts related to the changes that 
have occurred on a wide variety of levels 

“Portuguese society has changed substantially im its 
Structure and in our values.” he emphasizes. adaing that 

there has been “marked mobility in the population 

specifically among the young people ~ 

Declining Birt! 

The phenomenon of decline in the birthrate 1s also often 

related to various social policies. to the extent that 

children have come to be viewed as “a cost factor” 

instead of as “a factor im producing wealth ~ One of the 

factors regarded as directly linked to family size 1s the 
size of housing units 

Although « could be argued that the size of houses 
follows family size. there are those who believe that 

promoting the burlding of larger homes would encourage 

an increase in family size 

Recently. Valente de (Miverra, Minister of Planning and 
Territonal Administration. who was present at the 

announcement of the preliminary 199! census data 
expressed the opimmon thal 1 1s important to encourage 

an imecrease in family size 

Emphasizing that this 1s a “problem for society in 

general.” Valente de Oliveira admitted that providing 
more help in covering the cost of rarsing and educating 

children should be viewed as one way of alleviating the 

problem. [passage omitted] 
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USSR Backs Finnish Protest Over Danish Bridge 

PUD 8089! Suxihbolm DAGENS NVHETER 
n Suwodroh IN Jul 9] P i” 

{Annika Winther report: “Sovect Protest Over Danish 
Bridge ( onstruction Project] 

{Excerpt} Copenhagen—The Soviet Union has uncupect- 
edly supporicd Finland's demands relating to the design of 
the high-level cast bridge over the Great Belt in Denmark 
In order to be able to contunuc the transi of Finnish o:l mgs 
through the Great Belt. Finland wants the 6$-meter-high 
bridge to be fitted with a liftung section 

By 2 August at the latest. the International Court im the 
Hague 1s capected to decade whether Denmark must halt 
the proyect. By then the court will have decided whether 

the Finnesh of mgs. with ther support pillars that arc 
over 150 meters high. will have the mght to sail through 

the Great Belt on the future 

Sovict Foren Moenistry Spokesman Vitalry Churaim has 

announced that the Sovict L mon also takes the view thal 
the 6.8-km bridge conflicts with the current conventions 

on free passage for all types of vessel im imternational 
waters 

Even though the protest rs not official. « has caused 

poliivcal concern in Denmark. The statement 1s seen as 

improper mtericrence at a time when the |7 miterna- 
tional pudecs are about to reach a decision on Finland's 

demands It s cxpected to make the negotiations 

between Denmark and Finland more difficult 

The final contract for the bridge has not been signed The 
two international tenders cxapire on 18 August 

Foreign Munster U fle Ellemann-Jensen 1s taking the whole 

thing calmly. however. and does noi think that the Soviet 

lL mon's demand can alter the plans at the present stage 

‘We have already negotiated thes fully enh the Soviet 

Lmon The hesght of the planned bridge was changed even 

before 1980 from 62 to 65 meters because of their 

demands. | am very surprised by them dissatisfaction.” he 

told RTIZAUS BUREAL news agency [passage omitted) 

t inland 

* Impact of Soviet Trade Decline § \amined 

VIE NOBSSO Helonks HELSINGIN SANOMGT 
m Fineroh ~ Jun Vl p 

it ditorial 

(Text! Trade between Finland and the Soviet U non 1s 

diving deeper into the trough of the wave than could have 

been feared m our most pessemistic predictions The 

Soviet | nron’s share of our foresgn trade 1s beginning to be 

no more than within the S-perocent range Al its peak. a 

(ine Has To Just Live Through Hard Times”} 

decade ago. tt accounted for a fourth of our foreign trade 
recently about 15 peroent of i and wnt: nmi\ 
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By any vardstack whatsoever. the sstuatvon 1s an abnormal 
one. Thrs fact 1s recognized by both sides, and we would 
hke to Correct & as soon as possible What ss really 

probiemats about the situation bes concealed m the fat 

that not much can be donc about 1 mght now. The politocal 
will 1s certainly there. but that 1s not cnough 

Finland 1s by no means cxuceptionally badly off among the 
Sovict Umon’s trading partners. The Sovict cconomy and 
its foreign trade are mm a state of near chaos. The carlecr 
powcr to make polstecal decrssons has shifted away from 

the hands of the central leadership. Finns noticed thes once 
again im the negotiations with Deputy Prime Minrster 
Vitaly Doguzhives He had an obvious political desire to 
lay the foundation tor the success of the coonomu talks to 

be held between Pressdent Mauno Korvrsto and President 
Mikhail Gorhaches later thes month, but he did not appear 
to have the poluscal authority to make concessions thal 

would case the negotiations 

There 1s at present no knowledge of any of the political 

homecoming gifts mm connection with the visits of past 

vears. The Fonnesh partner 1s chicfly responsible for the 
fact that the negotiatrons did not fail Finland had to 

promise an extension on payment of accounts recen able 

amounting to over 4 Dillon markkas. a gencral credit of 

1S tulhon markkas with the ad of which the Sovect 

lL mon can pay Finnesh companies part of thew unpand 

detts. The Sovict UL non was bold cnough to hope for an 

even bigger credit 

Sence the promuse of credit. the total amount of Fin- 

land's accounts rece:vablc has alrcady risen to 6 tilhon 

markkas Thes 1s a huge sum for all of Finland. whose 
own coonomy rs struggling im the grip of a recession and 

a tg trade balance deficn. The decrsson thes tome can 

nevertheless, be pustified with many good reasons In the 

present difficult situation. cflorts must be made—cven 

artificial respiration—to prevent the collapse of cooper 

ation to an even lower pont 

Finland should not, however. go ahead and increase credit 

any further than thes amount If other ways of preserving 
the balance of trade cannot be found. we will pust have to 

sit and wait for the political situation to clear up in the 

Sovict Lmon There would. however. not appear to be any 

grounds for as pessemrstic an apprarsal as that 

The kev politecal rssuc 1s resolution of the dispute over the 

divisions of power between the central government and the 
republics Thos may be near at hand It 1s hoped that 
through it we will begin to resolve many other problems as 

well Although Crorhaches 1s trying to speed up the switch 

to a market coonomy. he may mevitatly fe faceng a partial 

return to the old methods im forcign trade because of a 

crying shortage of hard currency These include a law 
faciitating the profubition of recoprocal sales wherety 

goods may be traded for goods a scoond tyme 

Thes at least temporary opens new possibilities for 

mecreasing Finnish-Sovect trade between companies 

Also positive rs the fact that the Soviet U nor promises 
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to maimtain the chairmanship of the Economa ( ommrs- 

son at a high level of government im the tuturc. as wcll 

(on the other hand. Finland musi finally abandon the 

notlhon that the responsiblity for devcloping trade with 
the Sovect L mon hes woth the poltscians. That teme. too 

ss behind us 

* SAP To Merge Functions With Left Alliance 

VIE NOOSER Hetunks HELSINGIN SANOWG 

n Finnish A Vay 9! ry 

[l nattirvbuted artecle “Fincush ( ommunrst Party Plans 

To Remove Itself From Party Regrster™) 

[Text] The C ommunnsts also considered changing ther 

name Hakanen of the SAPLY) [Finansh (Communrst 
Party (U nety)] has promrsed that the SAPLY) will con- 
tinuc with ts activities 

The Fennesh Communist Party (SAP) Exccutive Com. 
muittce plans to change the party's name and remove 

from the party regysicr According to the Exccutive 
( ommiuttce's plans. stripped of its drstengurshing charac 

teristics, the SK P wall become an wicological association 
that “supports discussson and study of Maranm and 

communrnm in Finland ~ 

The SAP Executive C ommutice proposal rs part of a plan 

whereby SAP activities and funds will gradually be 
completely transferred to the Left Alhance [VL] 

The appearance of different kinds of lefirst factions and 
characteristics has created uncertainty within the party 

Termination of the SAP as a party a consstent 
eviension of the policy adopted at the last party con- 

gress. SAP first secretary Asko Mak: sand 

Termination of the SAP wall still require a decrsson by the 
party s Central Commutice and a party congress The 
( central ( ommiutice 1s to mect to consider the maticr on § 

june. and the next truce party congress will be held mn 1993 

The Central Commutice can call a special congress to 

decode on terminating the party The decision needs to be 
hacked by a majority vote of two-thirds of the congress 

SAP members have cupressed the opinion that the SAP 
should be altogether terminated—that 1s. as an organs- 
vatron. too However. the party Executive Commiutice 
does not consider thes to be a wise solution because it 
would tree the SAP name for use by the minority 

( ommunrsts. the SAPTY } 

If the SAPCY ) contenucs rts actry ries as an assciation., the 
minornty Communrst SA PLY} will not be able to register 
it as a party again 

SAP(Y) Does Not Want To Be a Party 

SAPLY) Charman VY no Hakanen said that the minority 

(Communists mtend to cont-nue SAP activities regard. 
less of the termination of the party He could not vet say 

whether the SAPLY) intends to collect the $000 names 
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needed to regrsicr a ace SAP of what the SAPLY | well do 
if the SAP remains m the associatvon regrsicr 

“Not all members of the SAP ( cntral ( ommutice are 

dcfinsich m tavor of termmating the party The SAP ss 
sull needed to develop Marasm and communnim 

Hakancn sand 

The SAPLY) Central Commutice «ill be mectong on 
Hamecnimnna to comsder whether to contenuc SAP acts 

Hees at the same tome that the SAP ( central ( ommuetice 

considering whether to terminate the party om Helens 

Representing the menor, ( ommunnsts the SAPLY) has 

not regrsicred is associatoon a5 2 party om part because its 

members still want to preserve thew states om the SAP It 
the SAPrY } were to regrsict as 2 parts. all of is memitcrs 

could be capelicd trom the SAP tor Preaking thal parts s 

rules 

The SAP has alread, on once occawon expelled cight 

miners Communrst district organizatrons trom the 

parts. bul a lower court overturned the decrwon The 

dispute over the cxapulson of the minornty ( ommunrsts 

ss mow before the court of appeals 

The menornts Communrsts also want to contruc to 
participate mm SAP acitrveties mm part because the party 
controls property worth 20) millon marki.as through its 

foundations and associations The foundatoon tunds arc 

at present being channcied to the VL through the SAP 
support foundation 

Last vear the VL recenvecd § millon markkas trom the 

SAP support foundatron. and thr vcar ut will be pan a 
subsidy of 10 millon The Association for ( cooperation 

Between Finland and the Socialest ( ountres Registered 

Association, whose board of directors 1s composed of the 
SAP Politburo. donates money to the SAP supper 

foundation 

Sirela Foundation Given Permission Lo Sell \ anaja 
Castle 

The SAP Politburo, which met last week. gave the Vireo 

Sirola Foundation official permission to sell Vana 
( astic. located near Hameeniinna Together with (ol 
ture House. Vanaja ( astle constitutes the largest portion 
of the SAP's assets 

Last week the Sirola Foundation board of directors also 

got new representatives serving on an SAP mandate All 
three SAP seats were given to the VL Now serving with 
the foundation are Asho Maki Lett Alhance chanman 

Matt: Vualamen, and Democratic Youth | caguc finance 

chief Herkhs Suortt: 
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* Center Party Leader on EC. Party Line 

VIP IOSIS 4 Ode APTENPOSTES of Norwemar 

13 Jul Vi p 3 

[Eevk Ramberg artic “The Center Part, Will Not 
Desappear After the EC Battie”) 

(Excerpts) “Those eho tehewe ec eel desappear aficr the 
EC battle are om for a tug surprec If Noresy—<contrary to 
cupectations—hecomes a member of the EC we well atoll 

te om the forefront eith ace sécas mm order to be a viable 
ahernatiwe im Norecgian poltas” savs Center Party 
leader Anne Enger Lahnsicin [passage omiticd) 

“It 8 tough to be the leader mm such a battle (bur polrtecal 
opponents are pecking on us We will become the targets 

of mercasingly stronger and more personall, directed 

attacks | warned that « would be leke thes at our party 

congress m Stembycr mm March | sand ther that a 
northerly wind was Diowing from all directhoms Thrs eas 
a correct predictron.” sand Lahastcm 

Creed Spurits 

The Center Party leader emphawres that the party 6 mm 
good spirits and good moralc “I fee! lke the leader of a 
wcll-composed team erth very) good team spirit Thes close 
unity and support 1s an rmportant and neccessary precon- 

dition to succeed mm the task I have One must fight hard to 
lead a party Therefore good colicagucs and responwve- 
ness from the party means s© much to me” sand Lahastem 
who admuts that she rs sitteng om an caposed postion 

AFTENPOSTEN met eith Lahastemn m her home m 

Roa The party icader. who ms known for working im the 
farmers micrests and for the future of the small com 

munities in Norway. hives mm a quict suburb im western 

(slo and 1s happy there 

“Lam very happy om Oslo and feel at home here | came 
to the city m 1968 and | want to remam here It os 

important that one sees the connection between active 

rural community politics and good city politics It 1s the 

entirety which counts.” savs Lahastem 

Indifference 

She «s concerned for rural Norway's future Bul mostly 

she fears indifference. which she thinks 1 widespread 
among people Lahnstein ports out that there are strong 
forces that will have a centralizing effect upon society 

“The market forces essentially have an unrestricted ght 
of way In addition. many small communities are threat. 
ened as a consequence of the changes mm agricultural 
policy Many become disheartened and react with indi. 

ference and resignation It 1s emportant to fight agarnst 
thes We must chen self-confidence among the peopic 

and they must understand that they still can be the the 

masicr of their own house A real chowe cansts We can 
prevent a development if we think «f ms wrong. for 
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crsampic. h saveng no to the European Community 
Demeaxracs grvcs as good posssbeltecs for thes That a 
majors of the populatron savs no to the EC but a stell 

larger mayor, fehbewrs that Noreay ell hecome a 
memitcr of the EC on the course of thes decade anveay. 5 

an cxamplc of thes disheartened spur, saves Lahnsicen 

Tae ( enter Parts leader has a Chrestian outlon’ Today 

Lahnstern says that she conteinucs to hold on to her 

( Prestean Delects and sccks support from her fanth “I try 

to enclude my oution’s and any ( hrestian felects and an 

veces on human dignety im all umportant decrwoms ft 1s 

important to have an overall attrtude to sacectal ssucs 

says Lahostem 

in March. Anne Enger Lahostem and Johan |) Jakotwen 
ewhanged roles After i] vears as the party icader 
Jakotmecn sand good-lve and became the parhamentary 

keader ehile Lahasicin toot over the leadership rolc 

Now for the first ome on a woman who icads what 

many charactersve as the Number | specual mtcres 
part, She m= comvenced that the Center Party will play a 

central role om Norwegian politics after the EC maticr has 
heen resolved om the cours of the nenctics. as wcll 

Serprise 

[Passage omitted] “We will work tor active small com 
munities and place the human being centcr sage Poopk 
will always be concerned with thes” sand Lahnstcw 

“But ot 1s gurte clear that we fared as a party after the law 

EC hattle We want to avon that now We will be om the 
torctront with mew thenkeng im order to be a real alter 

native mm Norwegian politics Many look upon us as arch 
comservatives: The a false deweription We are conser 

vatives with regard to valucs and want to sateguard that 
whech 1s the best om our socecty Change ms necessary to 

sateguard postive values says Lahnetern 

She emphawrved that the nenctics will be the decade of 

the struggic about valucs Lahastem will fight to maim 
tain the paticrn of widespread habitation on thes country 

She wants to be abic to travel throughout Norway and be 
abic to see that the entire country «6 1m ow 

“Such valucs are not a given We must be conscrous and 
safeguard that which 1 good for the entire country In 

Sweden. they have not done that There they have 
abandoned tarms. and the lights at night are few and far 
heteecen saves Lahnstcin 

Therefore. the C enter Party savs no to the EC and no to 
the European Econom Arca [EE A) Lahnstem wants to 
have these thongs on the agenda. as well. in the upoomeng 

local clectons She thenks that the FEA ell couse 
mereased uncmploy ment but emphasizes that the FE A 

%s not as had as an EC membership 

“With EC membership we ail! be surrendering Norecgian 
sovereignty and the nght of scif-determination because we 
are entering mito a political and cconomn umon We 
would be downg thes to a lewer degree mm the FEA But the 
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surrender to the EC's set of rules whoch the EEA omphes 
vill lead to encreased uncmployment and the market forces 
will be set Completely free Thes ss what we well focus on m 

the clecheon campangn.” says Lahasicm 

The ( enter Party leader « happy that the ves sade wll 
now motelire and partcspate om the dchate to a greaicr 
degree than Petore “ht finally gives us someone to 
drscuss thes eth Thes have not been willing to do this 

unt! now | hope the commg EC dehate will be a 
flowrrsheng period for democracy. such as 1 was m 1972 
The goa! most be that the grass roots involve themscives 
mm a dehate on valucs I beheve the peopic can judec for 

themscives. whale the ves sede clearly 1s warteng for the 
people to mature The more people gct to know about 

the EC the more support there will be for our pomnt of 
ce )=6opredects Lahawtcm 

Batth \meongst Women 

She fas Deen the party leader for four months and sits 

together «eth her cownterparts on the Labor Party and the 

mers ative Party Gro Harlem Brundtland. and Kaci 

Kullmann Five and drscusses the EEA and the grand 
oalrtron Blow does t feel to go mito verhal competition 

sith one «ho ms as capenenced as Harlem Brundtland” 

It os 2 fee challenge She 1s om a class by berecif woth all 

the caperremce she has She seems quite powerful She 

has wntaltorong tath that she « always one hundred 
percent mgtt | Save great respect for her, but 11 1s 2 pity 

that she = so often wrong.” savs Lahnstem 

Last autumn we had the chowe of Jan P. Syse of Gro 
Harlem Brundtiand | do not regret the chowe of mdi- 
vedual But «hal «as more emportant « that the Labor 

Party os more moderate m the EC matter than the Conser- 
vatrves ’ho are cngaged m an uncritical campaign at 
breakneck speed to gct Norway mto the EC as fast as 
pm sso Prb 

Labnetern also remembers 25 September 197). “1 sat alone 
mm mm) Stecho apartment m Twengen Alle mm Oslo and 
followed the EC vote There were few om the nesghborhood 
who were as happy as] was at that tome.” emiles Lahastem 

* Bondesih ( ites F vamples of Grand Coalition 

POETS 1 Owe TETENPOSTEN om Norermian 
i, 4 ; “ 

i(yuest Commentary by Christian People’s Party leader 
Kiecll Magne Bondevsk “Crrand Coaltion of Labor 

Party. Comservateve Party. and Progress Party”) 

if scerpts) Clearly | bet a sensitive spot when—some tome 

ago—| pownted owt that a grand coalition of the Labor 
Party. the Comservatiwwe Party. and. to some extent. the 
Progress Party has come mite berg on several emportant 
mewes Lately there has been a sgneficant debate on this 
sulyect. whech shows (hat both the Labor Party and the 

NORDIC COUNTRIES 3” 

Conservative Party fecl bothered about the situation 

Prime Monster Gro Hariem Brundtland devcted much of 

her scrmannual press conference to try to ecaken the 

pocture of a grand coaltvon. and m a feature artcke 
published in AFTENPOSTEN on | July C omservative 
Party Leader Kaci: Kuliman Five did the same 

But. the facts speak for themecives. It 6 an wretutabic 
fact that the Labor Party and the (C omservative Party 
and. tw some cxicnt. the Progress Party have acted 
pountly om for mmstance these maticrs 

—Several environmental votes during the last ons rron- 
mental dchatc mm the Storteng. where the three partes 
together voted down a number of cnvrronmental 
policy proposals which we others voted tor 

— The attstude toward thologecal and genetn technologs 

The reports. where the Labor Party. the ( onser ative 
and the Progress Party have gone on for a more lheral 
solutvon than the other partecs om the most controver. 

wal rwsucs. The debate concerned central msucs «hoch 
affect cthics. environmental policy. and relatrons with 
developing countries 

—The agrcultural adjustment. where the “grand coals 
thon” both passed an adjustment for 149! and gave 
signals for the future which rane qucstrons on the 
future of agriculture and rural Norway [passage 

omitted] 

—Development and. where the Labor Party. the ( onser- 

vative Party. and the Progress Party arranged tor a cut 
m the revised national budget: Kaci Kallman Five os 

not trveng to dispute these facts 

But. mnstead, she 1s trying something that prev sous ( onser- 
vative leaders have also practiced. namel, to present such 

things as manifestations of “special interests. and the 
partes om the center as “special mnterest parties It 1s the 
Conservative Party and the Labor Party that are concerned 
with central msucs Gro Harlem Brundtland has treed 

something semilar But the msucs ender current discussion 
concern environmental policy rural community policy 

and value gucstivons They are. thus. of completely central 
wgnmificance tt ws revealing for Kuliman Five and the 
Conservatives that these are not \ sewed as berng rmportant 
matters Thies says something about the political perspec. 
tive. In my estemation. the questions which concern socy 
ety's hase valucs. environment. the relatronship betecen 

city and country. and our and to the world’s poor are of 

completely basic ugnificance Economics 1s emportant. fut 
what good docs cconomn growth do if the environs nt 
and the moral haws diintegrate’ If anvone represents 
“special mmterests.” ht must be the ( onservatives om thew 
comtinurng preoccupation with tax percentages Invicad of 

denying that the Labor Party. the ( onservatiwe Party and 
mM part. the Progress Party make up a grand coalityon m 

many wmportant meus. the leaders .: thew partes should 

rather recognize the facts and ask themectvcs why thes has 

happened 



M CYPRLS 

Gevernament Greets ‘Positive’ Results of Bash Tour 

VC 2307195891 Nicowa Cupres Broadcasting 
Corporation Rad nieve 1090GWI 

23 Jal 91 

Ne iu we 

[Text] The Cyprus Government assesses the overall 
results of the l S. Presedent’s talks m Athens and Ankara 

as positive for Cyprus cause Furthermore. « bebeves 

that these talks made an emportant contribuisen to the 
UN secretary gencrals ongorng imimtiative and will 

advance hes entire effort 

An official statement noted that the fact that the C yprus 
probiem dominated Pressdent Bush's taiks in Athens and 
Ankara provides indisputable proof of the significant 
upgrading of LS interest om the problem. The statement 
also sand that the government rs om complete agreement 
with Bush's reyection of the status quo of divisson and 

occupation m Cyprus. hes remark that the seoessary 

conditions for a scttiement have matured. his suggestion 
tc Turkey that « make overtures. mcluding a move on 
the C vprus probiem. the paralic! he drew with the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, and hes comments about the need to 
promote harmon, and end hatred 

The government statement also noted that it will only be 
possibic to break the deadiock and embark on the path to 

settling the ( vprus problem if Turkes responds construc- 
tovely and realrsticall) to the mmternational community's 
demands 
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Threat to US. Interests Possibly “Heax” 
NC 40° 489) Necoma O FILELEL THEROS on Gree 
24 Jul GI p 16 

[Text] The poloe authorstecs arc not attachong particular 
importance to a iclephone call from an Egyptian national! 
to © AGON nacespaper the other night that the |” 
November organization will sirke at the |S. Embassy 
and other LS. wnterests on Cyprus 

The manner m which the tciephone call «was made and 
the person who made the call. who seemed to he a young 
gave the umpresson mt was a hoa. 

Al any ratc. the poloe. who had been Drocted about the 
telephone call. noufied the LS. Embasss oemmediatecly 
and also took mcreased sccurits measures 

Spokesman Denies lS. Seeking Base in North 
NO DOT 12997 Necomea O FILELEUTHEROS of Greet 
24 Jul Vip l 

[Text] Government spokesman Akrs Fandrs has sand 
press reports that the Americans are scchong to acquire a 
military base at Lefhonsko are compictely unfounded 
He sand that “nt « about a soup whech has been 
rewarmed, and for unknown reasons nt ns berng served 
again and again 

Our New York correspondent Paniskos Panayotou 
reported vesterday: “The Americans are seckong to cstab- 
lsh on occupied Cyprus and specifically at Lefhonsko one 

of ther largest and most mmportant military hases in the 
region ~ 
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Mitsotakis Marks Anniversary of Democracy 

VC 2307165891 Athens Ellintha Radhiofoma Radio 

Network on Greek 1130 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[Text] Tomorrow ss the anniversary of the day democracy 
as restored to our country 17 years ago. In a message to the 
Greek people to mark the occasson. Pome Minster Kon- 
Standimos Mitsotakrs hioghhghted the role President Kon- 
standines Karamanis played mm acheeving this and noted 
thal ’¢ are again at a critical crossroads mm our history and 
on the threshold of a new cra. Our country can and should 
play a major miternational role. he added 

The prome menester also emphasized that democracy 1 
functioning perfectly un our country. Nevertheless. tor- 
mented (Cyprus. whose destruction brought down the 
crazed dictators m Athens. continucs to cxpernence its 
ongoing trageds 

* Future of Arms Industry Seen Threatened 

VIESOR "3B Athens TO PONDIAI im Greek 14 Jun 91 
pis 

[Unatinbuted article “Defense Firms Will Be Closed or 
Sold OF} 

[Text] Mitsotakes 1s pushing through a plan at full speed for 
partially privatizing. or indirectly shutting down, the EVO 
[Greek Weapons Manufacture] and PYRKAL [Gunpowder 
and Cartndge Factones) defense enterprises 

The plan was pul into motion ummediately after the 
return of 1. Varvitssotss from the United States. Also. 
Mitsotakrs has made Efthimios Hristodoulou. deputy 
minister for the national economy. the “coordinator” for 
the plan's implementation 

What 1s amusing 1s that the directors of the defense firms 
have reacted strongly against the implementation of the 
plan. and. in personal letters to the prime minister, have 

even termed the approach mm question as “natonal 
subjugation” More specifically 

¢ The program for privatizing the defense indusiry 
began with the scandalous transfer of EAV [Greek 
Aircraft Manufacture] to the Amencan Lockheed 
company. and continucs today with the negotiations 
for the sale of ELVO [expansion not given] to its 
former owners 

¢ After hes trp to the United States, 1 Varvitssotes 
made it clear that, within the framework of carrying 
out Article 9 of the Bases Treaty. the provisioning of 
the Armed Forces would be done almost compictely 
by the United States. and. that the approxmately 
$900 milhon “remaining dormant” in the FMS 
[Funds for Military Sales} accounts will gradually be 
used for the equipmeni needs of the Armed Forces 

To show that he understood well the lessons the Ameri- 
cans had taught him. the national defense minister 
recently put mm an order mm the United States for 
millon “762” cartridges. in spite of the fact that they 
could have been manufactured by PYRKAL. which has 
not had anything to do for two years 

GREECE ss 

Al the same ime” 

1. The coordinator for the merger of EVO and PYRKAL. 
E. Hristodoulos. indicated to the management of 
PYRKAL that the firm ss considered unrchable for the 
Armed Forces. because « does not deliver orders on 
ume. Consequently. from now on. the Army's needs will 
be met through compctative bedding. and. whoever 
places the lowest bid wall get the order 

In short. PYRKAL’'s cxclusive and major chent. the 
Armed Forces, with full responsibility on the govern- 
ment, will turn toward foreign sources to mect is equip- 
ment needs. 

2. The government has made a series of decrssons that 
will not itplement, but concerning which it has a single 
aim: to partially privatize. or mndirectly shut down the 
defense manufacturers’ 

We remind you that 

¢ The decision of the government to liquidate 
PYRKAL (whoch has been announced officially) was 
not implemented afier 1 was ascertained that the cost 
of hquidation would be double the current debts of 
PYRKAL. which have reached 40 bilhon drachmas 

e The revised version that recently passed parhament. 
which pertained to the merger of EVO and PYRKAL. 
cannot be implemented as 1s. because ot “directly 
contradicts” basic provissons of Public Law 2190 on 
anonymous [incorporated] companies 

In spite of these problems. the government plan. which 
will have to be im operation by the beginning of Sep- 
tember because of prior commitments. provides for 

¢ The denationalization of EVO (meaning its with- 
drawal from DEKO [Public Enterprises and Onan 
rations] and its induction into OAE [expansion not 

ven]}) and the laying-off of about 1.000 employees 
his swap 1s berng made so that those land off will 

receive the compensation forseen by the EEC for 
laid-off emplovees of problem companies 

¢ The sale of PYRKAL. mm Elefsna. to the shopping 
magnate |. Laters (already agreed upon with a price of 
about |! bilhon drachmas). and the laying-off of 
about $00 employees 

« The of the remamung parts of PYRKAL with 
EV‘). and the converwon of PYRKAL im Imytios mto a 
burldeng site after « 1s brought mito the real estate 
market 

Al the same tome. there has been talk concerning a 
minority participation of American interests on the cap- 
ital stock of both defense firms which will seal the plan 
(Does Varvitsotes have any commenis for us. or 1s he too 
occupied with the. divestiture business”) 

* National Production, Possibilities Awessed 

VIESOR™1A Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greet 
12 Jun 91 pp 14-15 

[Dhomiris Koumandharos article] 

[Text] Planning Gettong nd of the quick and casy profit 
making mentality Emphass on education. research. and 
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technology. Proper functroning of the state. Association 
of private mrtiative and public options and directbons 
Modernization of traditsonal sectors of our and 
pee access to a few and well-chosen ncw 

nology sectors. Small-scale qualitative actrees. 
Creation of a proper infrastucture m conjunction with 
the protection of the natural and human environment 
for proveding high-level services to tourssm. health. 
education, scrence and technology and athictics 

Encouragement and mobilization on a national scale on 
specific and otherwise realrstec goals. 

These are the basic conclusions. proposals. dream or 
dreams, if you will, that three cconomusts are proposing 
for Greek socecty. These three are university professors 
Nikos Vernardhaks, Tasos Yiannitsn, and Marna Kon- 
standopoulou Also involved are Manolis Katevarnrs. 
professor of mformation systems, Mr. Nikos Gatos. 
pressdent of the Umon of Greek Exporters, and Mr 
Vasilrs Panay otopoulos, hrstonan 

This #s theer view of the future and their answer to the 
opimon vowed im our column of the other day that “we 
are a soceety without a dream.” 

Importance of Knowledge 

In a short tome the world will not be divided between those 
who have and those who do not have but between those who 
have knowledge and those who do not. In other words. 
knowledge 1s becoming the greatest source of wealth 

And yet education 1s lacking on Greece. Some 70 percent 
(68.8 percent to be exact) of the adult Greck population 
docs not have knowledge beyond the sath grade of 
primary school Technology which is based on know!- 

cdge has entered everyeuere and everything but we have 
remained state 

There 1s no food technology school on a university level nor 
a xhool for the indusinal and artestic packaging of prod- 
ucts. Our hothouses are covered with nylon bags that are 
blown away by the wind where clsewhere heat. hurmedity. 
and watering are automatically regulated After all that why 
shouldn'| we import cegplants from the Netherlands” In 
New Vork recycled garhage ms used to partially produce 
clectre power while here we are ashing ourselves of and 
when the garage will be pecked up In leracl studies have 
been conducted for some 20 years now on how to utrhize 
solar power (N Vernardhakes) 

Setar Power 

Coreece 1s the country with the greatest amount of sunlight on 
the world ht would be wgnificant of we were able to caplon 
thes solar energy | hope the ree om the price of petroleum 
will force ws to loot ito how (M Konstandopoulow) 

bavored ( owntry im Sernices 

There are two mmternatronal trends that could favor 
(erecce (ine os the decrease om the number of hours of 

work and the mcrease mm lersure tome People have more 
tome and need to engage om all bonds of hobtucs sports 
arts and letters. clic. as well as to make greater contact 
with the Comnmtry sede 
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The second trend ss the decrease of the role cf industry 
duc to technological progress and the mncrease of the role 
of serveces. These serveces presently contribute 65-70 
percemt of the Gross Domest Product m the mos 

developed counines compared to 25-§) percent for 

indusiry and yust $ percent for agriculture 

In Greece. therefore. all kunds of serveces can be suc- 
cessful as can very many recreational activities 

More specifically. there can be an capanwon of software 
production which would also have great use and appl- 
cation everywhere. Let us recall the great development of 

the 1960's of architectural and cuty planning offices 
Medical care centers can also be created as well as 
educational centers with imtcrnational renown For 

cxample. imicrnational universities oF post-graduate 
schools having a few short years of mmtensive studies 

Finally. mstallatvons for all kunds of sports activities 

We can. mm other words. attract not only towrrts or 
pensioners with such activetecs bul an active population 

that would work and relax at the same terme. Needless to 

say that all of thes cannot be accomplished without an 
infrastructure. (M_ Konstandopoulou) 

And Software 

The capability carts om Greece for the production and 
sale of software programs and thes has already begun 
Such software = most usable especially mm the service 

industry 

ht «3 true that we do not have a technological tradition. And 
we are not the only ones who can create m this sector, all 
countrnes are scarchung and doug the same And vet all are 
depending on us. If we want to we can do a The Japanese 
too did not have a tradition ¥) years ago 

For us. the dream. our effort and our daily angst at the 
Computer Institute of the Unnwersty of Crete « to 

acquire international mmportance and vrsibelity as a place 
that s of mterest and where work « done We do not 

want to become onc of the five best centers mm the world 

That not donc by pust saying so One way oF another 
We do, however, want to become one of the good centers 
of the world (M_ Katevarnrs) 

Small Is Beautiful | eo 

We are a country that offers necif for development not 
quantitatively but qualitatively Thes racans grv eng first 
prot, to education (N Vernardhabrs) 

Lest V itheet beresight 

1 do not thenk that businesses of ng enterprises are favored 
mn Greece To the contrary. small and manageatic ones arr 
the ones favored And from what we ee. that goes well with 
the new technology ehech ms not largely) compatiilc with 
mduvin iM RKonmstandopoulou) 

We must not loot at our Comparative ads antages im a sath 
bul mm a dynam ea, (ler present competitive powthon 
may fot be there tomerroe w we have to forcwce ow 
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COMprtsive powton om the future The means dynamx 
mvolvement both om tradmonally dyname sectors for 

mmproving the qualsty of goods and serveces offered (for 
crampic. testsics. agricultural. and mndusinal goods 
toursem. environment) bul also mvolverment om ace produc - 
von ficids where haghhy specuahzed knowledge ss required 
In such ficids such as the production of clectronx matcnal 

and goods. epecual Geveces. metal products. rubber and 

plastic goods. Other cowntres. such as Spam. Turkey. Irc- 
land. and especially cowntrcs of the Far East. erthout ther 

haveng beticr prospects. have taken many more sicps than 
we have (T. Veanmeters) 

New high-technology gradually and mmevitably icads to 
dorndusinalivation. The means both an mcrcase mm the 

GREECE ” 

service sector and probicms involving competition with 
countrnes haveng lesser technology If wc remam eith our 
arms crossed. on 10 vears tome we well have uncmploy- 
ment ranging from 20) to §) percent and a socecty where 
only one-third well live deoentls 

What wc can do ss to plan strengthening our compet- 
trveness through technology and the orgamizatoon of our 
traditional products. to enter sclected small and special- 
wed acw production sectors thal are mm demand and to 
prepare the groundwork for a dynamnx and modern 
service sector, The mam probiem thal our country well 
have to face om the comeng decades 1 to how. m a 
“oomsumer” sacecty. « well convert the future unem- 

ploved unto scif-cmploved professionals. businessmen 
and scrcntvsts. (N) Vernardhakes) 

What We Produce and What We De Not: Main Products Exported and Imported (value in billions of drachmas) 
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Observations: 

1. The balance of trade deficit (imports and exports) 
came to 1,394,772,000,000 drachmas and represents 
17.75 percent of the overall Gross National Product 
(GNP) of the country. The overall value of our imports 
amounts to 75.72 percent of the total value of the GNP 
in the primary and secondary sectors (1c. agriculture. 
industry and construction). In other words, almost half 

of the goods (except the services sector) that we consume 
come from abroad. We ourselves do not produce them. 

To be precise, 42 percent. 

2. The 25 products exported, that are number one in 
value, represent $9.75 percent of our overall exports. On 

the other hand, the 25 primary goods imported represent 
32.64 percent of our imports. These two facts demon- 
strate the small degree of specialization and diversity of 
the Greek economy. 

3. Of the 25 man products exported, three are raw 
materials, || are ercultural and the remaining |! indus- 
trial. Of the industi.a: 2 »0ds that belong to low technology 
sectors, six belong to the “footware and clothing” sector 
Of the 25 main products imported, two are raw materials, 
four are « ncultural, livestock and forestry products and 
the remaining !9 industrial. Of the industrial, exght are low 
technology pr. Jucts, seven are medium technology prod- 

ucts and four are high technology products. 

* Article Discusses Legal, legal Immigrants 

YIESOS73A Athens TO VIMA TIS KIRTAKIS in Greed 
2 Jun 91 p A28 

[Panayotus Lampsias article: “Gastarberter in Omonia 
Square” ] 

[Text] Operation “Areti” (Virtue), which was recently 
carried out against Greeks of Northern Epirus [Southern 
Albania] and Albanians, perhaps shocked public opinion, 
to the relief of those who generally regard foreigners to be 
dangerous. However, this is only the beginning. The con- 
tinuously increasing influx of foreign workers into our 
country threatens to create a tense climate of racism, since 
certain occupations are affected by the large supply of 
cheap labor that will do any job for a mere pittance 

The example of France, where almost 25 percent of 
employees in construction, 18 percent im services, 15 

percent in mining, and 13 percent in auto manufacturing 
are immigrants, has frightened the responsible govern- 
ment agencies, which are at a loss upon facing this 

tremendous problem. Precise figures on the employment 
of foreigners in our country do not exist, because the 
majority work illegally, with all the attendant side effects 

of black-market jobs. The 23,000 aliens who work with 
permits from the proper authoritics make up only a 
small minority among foreign employees. 
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Officials of the Ministries of Public Order and Labor put 

the number of foreign workers at between 120,000 and 

150,000, whereas. the president of the Greek General 
Confederation of Labor has referred to 300.000 foreign 

workers. Regardicss of which number 1s closest to reality. 

it #8 Certain that the unknown list of those who enter our 
country for three days, and never leave. 1s growing daily 

In certain preliminary studies from services within the 

Ministry of Public Order, « appears that those who have 

been rssucd visas good for several days never leave 
Greece by the capiration date. In another study. the 

Labor Ministry verified that eight out of ten foreigners 
work illegally. while almost all of them receive wages 

much lower than those provided for in collective agree- 

ments, and work up to twice the normal hours. Foresgn 
workers are not simply meeting certain real needs of the 

market, for which there are no interested Greeks. The 

number of foreigners 1s so large that they have even 
taken thousands of positions in occupations affected by 

unemployment. There 1s special concern for the con- 
struction industry, because. along with other problems. it 
iS faced with a slump. The first intense debates have 
already begun im the gathering places of construction 

workers, and many fear that we will soon see much worse 

things happen 

The upswing in petty theft by hapless foreigners, who 

mainly roam about Athens. 1s vet another disturbing 

cxample of the consequences stemming from the uncon- 
trolled mass influx of foreign workers. Lately, Omomia 
Square has even been referred to as Tirana Square. 
because of the hundreds of refugees who hang about 

Recently. the Labor Ministry ordered strict controls over 
the issuing of work permits. It also commenced a study 

in order to verify whether nomarchs [provincial heads] 

are exceeding the number of permits that they have the 

right to issue cach month. According to our information 

all the nomarchs have greatly surpassed the quota of 
permits, which rs 100 for Attica. and 20 for the other 

provinces 

Legislation, which the Ministries of Labor and Publi 
Order have been drafting for months, has hit a snag 

because the two ministries have differing, and perhaps 
diametrically opposed views. One thing 1s certann: This 

particular problem 1s so serous that to cannot be 
addressed by a single piece of legislation, even if it rs 

considered ideal 

Besides, from the provisions of the particular draft that 
VIMA has published, «t appears that most of the mea- 

sures address the problem subsequent to its appearance, 

through police actions. Of course, the Labor Ministry has 
also proposed certain arrangements for recognizing the 
problem and having the state itself take responsibility for 

the handling of forergn workers, rather than the wily ones 

in the marketplace, who are engaged m a pecuhar 

modern slave trade 
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Foreign Ministry: Regulations for Allied Force 

142307160391 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

1830 GMT 23 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—The Foreign Ministry on Tuesday 
announced regulations with regard to an allied multina- 
tonal force to be set up in southeast Turkey to deter 
Baghdad from attacking the people of northern Iraq. 

A Foreign Ministry statement said the Turkish Govern- 
ment’s permission for the setting up of the force has been 
submitted to the US... Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, 
and the Netherlands which are supposed to take part in 
the force 

The allied multinational force will comprise land and air 
clements and will be commanded by a Turkish com- 
mander and an American commander who will both 
have the same status. 

Its air base wall be the southern base of Incirlik. Some air 
clements and helicopters will also be able to use the 
Batman base in southeast Turkey. The force's land 
clement 1s expected to be near Silopi at the Iraq: border. 

Turkey will attend the force with a battalion sized unit 
(about 1,000 troops) 

The ministry statement gave the main principles for the 
force's actions as follows: 

—The force cannot use Turkish territory and airspace 
against Iraq without the Turkish Government's per- 
mission. 

—The exact composition, size and location of the force 
will be determined in consultations with the Turkish 
General Staff (TGS). 

—The force's deployment, movement and training will 
be decided on by the TGS. 

—The weapons, equipment, vehicles and materials 
related to the forces will be subject to the Turkish 
Government's decisions 

—As the new operation to be titled “Provide Comfort 
II” starts, all foreign personnel, weapons and cquip- 
ment outside the new operation will leave Turkey. 

—The force will be stationed in Turkey for a limited 
tyme. In principle, its deadline 1s Sept. 40, 1991 

—The Turkish Government may change the deadline 
and conditions of the operation. 

Soviet Ambassador Criticizes Multinational Force 
NO23071S3391 Istanbul CUMHURIVET in Turkish 
19 Jul 91 pp 1. 19 

[Interview with Soviet Ambassador Albert Chernyshev 
by Mustafa Balbay in Ankara, date not given] 

[ Text) Ankara—{Balbay] An multinational force will be 
based in Turkey to protect the people of northern Iraq 
What are your views on this force's mission” 

[Chernyshev] We expressed our opposition to the cre- 
ation of thes force when the idea was first presented. We 
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had supported the need for a foreign military presence in 
northern Iraq because of the situation there and along 
the Turkish-Iraq: border and the exceptional circum- 
stances created by the mass cxodus of refugees. bul we 
had questions about how long this force would stay in 
northern Iraq and what consequences this presence 

would have. Who could predict how this presence would 
affect the situation in Irag itself and in the regron” 

We wanted some answers to our questions. We won- 

dered what guarantees existed that the force would not 
exceed 1s stated mission. The multinational force has 
now fulfilled this mission and 1s withdrawing from Iraq. 
bul it 1s moving to Turkey. Why 1s this? Many believe 
that Saddam Husayn will no longer try to pul pressure on 
the Kurds. and so there 1s no need for this force. Of 
course, only trme will tell if this 1s so. How long will this 
force cxarst? We have to accept that Saddam Husayn is 
still in Baghdad. that he 1s still in charge. Some Western 
officials say the force will stay “until Saddam Husayn 1s 
removed.” No one can tell whether Saddam Husayn will 
decide to use force again... If he remains in power, then 
the multinational force will be here for a long time. This 
1S the first pout | want to make. The second pount 1s that 
even if we agreed that the objectives for which the force 
iS SCt_ up are correct, who will decide whether Saddam 

Husayn 1s using pressure? Will the force react if just a 
single shot 1s fired? Will large-scale fighting ensue? Who 
can predict what will happen and who will call the shots” 

[Balbay}] What is the Soviet Union's position on the 
rapid deployment force” 

[Chernysheyv] Let me be frank. This force 1s being 
deployed near the Soviet border, and so we are closely 
following developments. Furthermore, the creation of 
this force does not set a good precedent. | believe that if 
this force 1s set up here now, then similar units may be 
established on other places in the future. A new factor 1s 
being added to international relations. We wonder what 
will happen. Will future moves be governed by the UN 
Charter or by the views of individual countries’ We 
believe that the presence of this force 1s unacceptable 
We cannot support such individual initiatives, but only 
those made under the auspicies of the UN Security 
Council 

[Balbay] The question of Iraq's nuclear capability 1s now 
the subject of much discussion. Iraq may also have 

biological and chemical weapons, but there 1s no con- 
crete information on this. Do you believe the Western 
stand on Iraq's nuclear capability 1s sincere’ 

[Chernyshev] We are against not just nuclear weapons. 
but all weapons of mass destruction. They must all be 
reduced and eventually climinated. This 1s our general 
approach 

(Balbay] How will Turkey be affected by the rapid 
deployment force? 

[Chernyshev] There 1s no need for this force now and it 
sets a bad precedent. None of the other countries in the 
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region likes the :dea. If you pursue it, you will embark on 

a long. difficult, and unrealistic road 

Inonu Opposes Bush Participation in Cyprus Summit 

142307204391 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 2000 GUT 23 Jul 91 

[Text] Erdal Inonu. Social Democratic Populist Party 
leader, has said that the participation of the president of 
a fifth country in the proposed quadnpartite summit on 
Cyprus has no iegal basis. He added that should the US 
President participate in that summit, he could not pos- 
sibly be umpartial, because of the pressures to be exerted 
by lobbies in his country 

Speaking during a news conference in Ankara today. 
Inonu said that UN Security Council Resolution 649 
stipulates that negotiations on Cyprus be heid between 
the two communities. Inonu noted that when this pro- 
posal did not work, the government proposed a quadri- 
partite summit with the participation of Turkey, Greece. 
the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, and the Greek 
Cypnot side. Inonu added that the impression was 
created [during Bush's visit] that the U.S. President also 
supported this idea. 

Inonu explained that there are reports which claim that 
Bush has made a different proposal, and he continued 
This leads the issue to an extremely strange path. which 
contradicts Turkey's concept and tradition of sover- 
eignty 

A problem that concerns Turkey and Greece as well as 
the two communities in Cyprus should be discussed 
among these interested parties. Negotiations on Cyprus 

should have been held between the two parties there. It 
was later proposed to do that in a quadripartite summit 

It 1s logical for the representatives of Turkey, Greece. 
and the two Cypriot communities to participate mn such 
a summit. However, how can the president of another 
country participate in such a meeting” There 1s no way to 
approve such a proposal 

Commentary Notes ‘Antipathy’ Before Bush Visit 

NC 230716089] Istanbul TERCUMAN in Turkish 
20 Jul 91 p 6 

[Commentary by Fahir Armaoglu: “Bush Should Study 
History ™] 

[Text] No other foreign head of state has visited Turkey 
under less favorable conditions than those that have 
been created before the Bush visit. Apart from a few 
people, the whole nation has been filled with antipathy 
toward Bush. There 1s a widespread sense that the visit 1s 
aimed at “destroying” the friendship between Turkey 
and the United States 

Bush's 20-minute sper n at the Greck Parliament two 
days ago helped create this impression, while 11 also shed 
light on his “ignorance.” It would be a good idea for US 
Statesmen to study history 
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Bush 1s reported to have said thal no one can accept the 

Situation that was created in Cyprus in 1974, meaning 
that no one can accept the present situation on the 
island. Bush's remarks have sturred up a hornet’s nest 

First of all. hus chowe of words was unstatesmanlike 

Even if he truly meant what he said. he should have 

expressed himself differently. Second. has he considered 
when and how the present situation was created’ Has he 

ever asked anyone to determine which side ts responsible 
for the present division in Cyprus” His stated belief that 
President Turgut Ozal of Turkey and Prime Munuster 
Mitsotakis of Greece can resolve the Cyprus problem 

constitutes a clear indication of the difficulties he 
intends to create for Turkey and the Turkish Cypnots 
when he visits Ankara 

Bush 1s also reported to have suggested that Turkey and 
Greece sign a “nonaggression and cooperation™ pact. 
Such a proposal, pul forward without any consideration 
of the current climate of Turkish-Greek relations, can 

only make us laugh 

In hes speech to the Greek Parliament. Bush also urged 

that the former fnendship between Turkey and Greece 
achieved by Venizelos and Ataturk be restored. This 
remark only further exposed Bush's ignorance. Is he 

completely unaware of what happened in 1930 and why 
Venizelos approached Ataturk” Let us explain: It was 

this same Venizelos who wanted King Konstandinos to 
ride at the head of the allied forces when they marched 
into Istanbul and who annexed. at least on paper. Izmir 

and the areas around «t during the war of the Canakkale 
{Dardanelles} in 1915. Documents confirming Venize- 
los’ hostelity toward Turkey are readily available in the 

archives. It was only after Greece had suffered consecu- 
tive defeats in Inonu. Sakarya. and Dumlupinar that 

Venizelos moved to establish frnendly relations with 

Ataturk. This has been the case throughout the course of 
Turkish-Greece relations. Greece never behaved prop- 

erly until t was forced to. Had Mr. Bush been aware of 
this. he probably would have taken a different approach 
on the Cyprus problem and Turkish-Greek relations 
Nevertheicss, we hope he will have a better under- 

standing of the facts by the time he leaves Turkey 

Government | rges Israel To Work for Peace 

142407104491 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

m Turkish 1000 GMT 24 Jul 9 

[Text] Turkey 1s closely following the peaceful efforts 
and the progress achieved in convening a peace confer- 
ence under the leadership of the United States to resolve 
the Palestinian question and the Arab-Israch conflict. 

Turkey has repeated its call on Isracl to fulfill its respon- 
sibilitves and to take the constructive steps expected of i 
in a bid not to miss this Opportunity. the first to arrse in 

a long time 

In his weekly news conference. Foreygn Ministry deputy 
spokesman Ferhat Ataman noted that Turkey welcomes 
the fact that the international atmosphere created to 
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solve the Gulf crisis 1s now being put to use for the 
Palestinian problem and the Arab-Israch conflict. 

Ataman declared: We believe that the recent Synan 
acceptance of the U.S. proposals regarding the peace 

process as well as the Saudi announcement that the Arab 

countnes will suspend their boycott against Isracl—on 
the condition that the latter stops building settlements in 
occupied Arab territones—constitute an extremely 

important stage for the future of the peace process. 
Furthermore, we repeat our long-standing call for Israel 
to fulfill ts responsibilities and to take the constructive 
steps expected of ut in a bid not to muss this historic 

opportunity to solve the Palestinian problem and the 
Arab-Israel: conflict. the first to arise in a long time. 

Ataman added that the Turkish charge d'affaires in Tel 
Aviv conveyed these views to the Israch: authorities 

Ozal Discusses Kurds’ Rights, Domestic Issues 

NC2407 100991 Istanbul MILLIYET in Turkish 
21 Jul 91 p 14 

{Last of two instaliments of interview with President 
Turgut Ozal by MILLIYET columnrst Derya Sazak in 
Ankara. date not given] 

{Excerpts} Can a Kurdish State Be Established? 

{Sazak] A buffer zone has been established in northern 
Iraq. The 36th parallel marks the beginning of this zone 
from within that country. The Kurds have demanded 

autonomy rights in that zone. Can a new border arrange- 
ment, which would add parts of Iran and Turkey to 
northern Iraq. be considered in the future” 

[Ozal] Now, this 1s a different matter... Is such an 
arrangement feasible’? Has something like that taken 
place in history”? Establishing a state 1s a question of 
tradition. Do you think that establishing a state 1s casy” 
Do you think that maintaining the existence of a state 1s 
easy” Would those [Kurdish] tribes not quarrel with each 
other if they are left by themselves in the future’ 

[Sazak] Is Turkey feeling less interested in northern Irag 
al present’ 

[Ozal] 1 will not say that Turkey has turned its attention 
from that region. What | mean is the following: There at 
least must not be any hostility toward Turkey in 
northern Iraq. If we are sensible enough, we should see to 
it that the people in northern Irag do not adopt a hostile 
stand toward Turkey. What | mean 1s that instead of 
quarreiing with the Kurds in northern Irag, we should 
act as their protectors. We should adopt a softer and 
helpful approach. This is the point on which we have 
been wrong until now. We must correct this mistake. 

Now, the problem in Turkey 1s different. The incidents 
in Turkey began in 1984. But we also should consider the 
time during which preparations were made. Incidents do 
not suddenly occur. Preparations were made even before 
1980 
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It must be agreed that if an ethnic group lives im the 
country. then a few of us members will strive for 
independence. [passage omitted] 

Now, can we embark on a move to penalize an entire 

community for that reason. as was the case 40 to 50 years 
ago” Would this be mght”? Would such a move be 
acceptable in the world at present? We are waging an 
unwavering Struggle against the terrorists. Nevertheless, 
the conditions in the world are such that we have to 
consider the question of human nghts as weil. In view of 
this. can we say that parties like the People’s Toil Party 
should not be established” | would have nothing to say. 
however, if a legal problem cxrsts. The prosecutor gen- 
eral would take actron and demand the dissolution of 
similar political parties on grounds they are engaged in 
separatist activities. This 1s a matter in which we cannot 
interfere 

Second-Class Citizenship 

[Sazak] You mentioned the question of freedom. The 
resirichions on the Kurdish language have been lifted. 
But the question of autonomy 1s being debated at 
present, as 1s the demand for a federation. 

[Ozal] No, no... That 1s impossible. Look, let me put it 
this way: Autonomy cannot be established. The question 
of autonomy cannot be realized. This 1s due to the fact 
that the Kurds in Turkey will become second-class 
citizens the moment they acquire an autonomous status. 

They are first-class citizens at present. I said the same 
thing when Jalal Talabani [leader of the Patriotic Union 
of Kurdistan] was here in Turkey. | am convinced that he 
understood the message | wished to convey. Talabani 
said: “The Kurds in northern Irag would give up the idea 
of an autonomous status if a democratic regime similar 
to the one in Turkey were established in Iraq.” [passage 
omitted] 

The People Will Not Be Trapped 

{Sazak] Have you observed an inclination in the people 
toward separation” 

[Ozal] This is the way I see the situation: A kind of 
autonomy has been established in Iraq at present. The 
Kurds are all living in the north of that country. Kurds 
are not found in southern Iraq. A very large number of 
people who were born in southeastern Turkey, however, 
live in Istanbul, Ankara. Izmir, and Mersin today. In 
other words, Turkey 1s a free country. You can settle 
wherever you like and become wealthy im this country. 

You can do whatever you wish if you have the opportu- 
nity and capability. [passage omitted] 

What | mean is, 1f we have a democratic regime in this 
country and if its citizens enjoy every kind of mght, then 
there cannot be anything better to look for. In fact, 
nothing better exists 

[Sazak] What is your opinion on the struggle that 1s being 
waged against terrorism” 
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jOval] We should be carctul not to confront the peopic 

while we wage a Struggic agains! terrorism. We should be 

caretul to establish very good relations with the people. A 
number of individuals will definitely try to lay traps 
There will be provocations by those who will try to gain 

strength We must not be tricked... We must try to avoid 

gectting excited over every development. Nor must we 

panic. In other words, everything will not come to an end 
just because mcidents occur un Turkey. Turkey 1s a great 
country and everyone 1s aware of thes fact 

The GAP Project and the Question of Investments 

|Sazak] Y ou received the prime munuster and the chict of 
staff today. 1 beleve that the National Security Council 

will convene during the next few days. Will priority be 
given to the question of security or to the question of 

social policies in southeastern Turkey’? Meanwhile 
another problem 1s the fact that southeastern Turkey has 
been neglected. What is the status of the plans drawn up 
for investments in that region” Also. have you received a 
report on the mcidents which have recently occurred in 

Divarbakir” 

[Ozal] Well, the situation 1s as follows: Provocations 
were made by a certain political party. I mean. thes is 

what we have understood from the reports we have 
received. Emotions may have been stirred as a result of 

thes state of affairs. Measures were taken to calm the 
situation. A firm struggle will be waged against acts of 
terrorism. No one should worry im that regard 

The investments the government 1s making in south- 

eastern Turkey at present are the most significant in the 
Republic's history. No one can say the opposite about 

this. In addition to GAP [Southeastern Anatolia 
Project}, go and visit Van and Agr Provinces. In other 
words. if you visit the region. you will see thal everything 

has changed. The region 1s not what ut used to be 
[passage omitted] 

My opinion 1s as follows: The question 1s one of patrence 

and tume. The question is the willingness of the people to 

change. We provided facilities to enable the people in the 
region to receive two or three television channels two or 

three vears ago. All this should not be fogotten. Integra- 
tron will be achieved in this country. [passage omitted] 

Iran and Irag are on the other side of the border The 
people in southeastern Turkes should compare the con- 

ditvons in ther region with those which cxrst in Iran and 
Iraq 

Relations Between the Presidential Palace and the 
Government 

[Sazak] The ruling party has changed its leader on 
Turkey. A new prime minister heads the government at 

present. How has this new situation affected your rela- 
trons with the government” We have observed that you 
have drawn back a littl Can vou assess the present 

situation and the relations between the government and 
the presidential palace” 
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[Ovzal! it os a fact that the government was established a 
very short tome ago. Nevetheicss. we have established 
favorable relations We have also established good coor- 

dination. | am abic to follow many problems. Of course. 
I do not hesitate to cxpress a differing opinion whenever 
I have one. An mmportant difference of opinion has noi 
occurred thus tar. [passage omitted] 

I took a leading position during former Prime Minister 
Yildirim Akbulut’s term of office as a result of the Gulf 
crusts. It was good that | did so. But I wish to have more 
tome to think mght now What can be done and what can 

happen in thes country” Yes. | must have more ume to 

think and read 1 do not lke to struggle with thes or that 
person 

The Constitution and the Question of Early Elections 

[Sazak] An election atmosphere has been created im 
Turkeys 1 wish to recall the proposal vou made for 

constitutional changes. Y ou proposed the clection of the 
president by the people in order to resolve the disputed 

Status of the presidential palace. Would you resign and 
leave the presidential palace to youn the ranks of the 
people [private life] if the political parties agree to 

support your proposal” Is vour proposal still valid” 

[Oval] It s a fact that the Constitution cannot be 
changed mght at the last moment. My proposal for 

constitutional changes was not linked with a condition 
which called for clections. (The question of clections 

concerns the parhament It 1s up to the parhament to 

decide when the clections are to be held.) My proposal 

was aimed at increasing the number of deputies in the 

National Assembly to 600 and lowering the voting age to 
18 We could have held the presidential clections in the 

meantime But | would not have resigned. We could have 
returned to the ranks of the people a month or month 

and a half before the elections. Everything would be over 
if we were to lose the clecthions But. the opposition 

parties did not agree with thes. What | say 1s as follows 
Why should Turkeys remain without a president when | 

take part in the clections’ Why should the country be 

governed by proxy” Yes. these are the questions | have in 

mind. But if the opposition parties agree. then we must 
move to change the Constitution as soon as possible: We 

may change our mind if the maticr 1s delaved tor a long 

time 

|Sazak| What did .ou mean when you sand as soon as 

possible” 

{()zal] What | mean 1s that we should reach an agreement 
on the changes to the Constitution without linking the 

maticr with the clecthons question 

[Sazak}] Do you believe carly clectons can be held in 

November’ 

[()zal] | do not thenk so 
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Iraqi Kurdish Leader To Discuss Allied Forces 

TALIOCUSISY] Ankara ANATOLIA im Enelish 
OS35 GMT 21 Jul ¥i 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}+—Jalal Talabani. one of the icaders 
of Iraq: rebel Kurds. 1s to visit Turkes for talks on an 

allied force to be based there to protect Kurds im 

northern Irag. presadential spokesman Kava Topern said 
on Saturday 

“We are in close contact with Talabani. He will come 

here” Topern told reporters after a dinner hosted by 

President Turgut Ozal for US. President George Bush 

Turkeys has agreed to host an allied task force near its 
southeastern border to protect Kurds agaist any new 
threat from Iraq: President Saddam Husavn 

Bush told a news conference im Ankara on Saturday 
“The Rapid Deployment Force 1s to guard against a 

repeat of horribly brutal events in the north and we are 

Not anticipating that that force will be used” Bush said 

clashes between Kurds and Irag: troops in two northern 

towns this weekh—in which scores were reported killed 

and hundreds insured—did not seem to signal a major 
battle was brewing bul were a cause for concern 

Talabani. leader of the Patnotu Unmon of Kurdistan 
and Masud Barzan: of the Kurdish Democratic Party 
have been negotiating an autonomy deal since May for 

Irag: Kurds Barzan: sand on Thursday that talks with 
Baghdad were going wel! and could cnd soon 

Talaban: was last in Turkey on June to attend meetings of 
the Socialist International in Istanbul 

Hurd: Independent Kurdistan in Iraq Not Desired 
1423071 71091 Andara ANATOLIA om Turkick 

ISIS GMT 23 Jul 9! 

[Excerpt] Britush Foren Secretary Douglas Hurd has 

sand We do not want to create an independent Kurdistan 
m iraq He added that much attention must be paid to 

the ssuc of humanitarian and to Irag 

Hurd replied to questions by journalists before he 

departed Ankara He noted that the embargo imposed on 
Iraq does not include medicine and food assestance. but 

he warned that much care should be taken on thes rssuc 
Noting that discussions are berng beld in New York on 

the rssuc of medicine and food and to Irag. Hurd sand 
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We are aware that Irag 1s not complying with ali UN 

resolutions. We will not renounce cverting the necessary 

pressure 

In response to 2 gucstion on Irag’s territornal integrity 

Hurd sand. We fully respect that country’s territonal 
mtcgrity. Newher my country nor any of our allies have 

a desire to break up Irag or create an independent 

Kurdistan [passage omiticd] 

Pakdemirli Returns From Talks With EC Officials 

PA210 7062491 Ankara Turkive Radvolant Networt 

mm Turkish Pwo Mi Jul 9! 

[Text] Ekrem Pakdemirli. state minister and deputy 

prime munisicr. returned home today aficr concluding 
hes talks on Beigeum with semor EC officsals 

In a statement at Ankara’s Escnboga Airport, Pakdemurh 

said he had been bricted by officials on the EC's future 
thes views on Turkey. and the EC's planned cxpansion 
process. He explained that. im turn. he had brncted them 

on Turkey's views on the EC and ts importance for 

Turkeys. calling within thes framework for bilateral rela 
tions to be saved from thei current Sagnation 

He added that he had raned the meuc of Turkey's 

cxrsting difficulties with the EC and offered solutions 

Ponting out that he had cxpressed the Turkish Govern 
ments sicws on the antidumping and antinubcntion 

probiems. which arc still awaiting a solutvon. he 

cxupressed his hope that these msucs wil! be closed after 
consideration of hrs cxiplanations 

Court Closes Down L nited Communist Party 

PAlS0 I RASS) Anhara ANATOLI 1m Tart 
Pw WT OD Jal Yi) 

[Excerpt] Ankara (AA— Acting im accordance with the 

request of the O'ffice of the Attornes Creneral. the ( on 

stitutvonal Court toda, decided to close down the 

Turkesh United Communrst Party 

The court made the unanimous decison following a 
week of deliberations on the sunt filed by the Office of the 

Attorney Crencral against the party The party 1s accused 
of plotting to establish the hegemony of onc social class 

over another, of undermining the unity and solidarity of 

the country. of using a name that 1s banned by law. and 
of berg the continuation of an ilicgal party [passage 

omitted] 
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